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Last evening about 9:30 o'clock
great excitement was created at The
Kentucky opera house, when William
Taylor made the second attempt upon
his life. The circumstances trete
more thrilling than the play being
enacted itpen the stare lOy rhe mem-
bers of the Jewelb-Kelley troupe that
he'd the 'boards, because Taylor's act
was one from real life and of a
desperate nature impossible to depict
upon the theatrical stage. Ile wae in
the gallecee at the time and tried to
cut his thos4 but was quickly Inistled
out by Patrohnen Johnson and. Hes-
sian who rushed up and) took charge
of the desperate young man. white
things were at a high pitch. He is
now kicked up at the City Hall to
prevent firolver attettitsta at self de-
structetta.
The feting man is the well-knewn
ship carpenter and_ Ion of Supt.
Young Taylor of the ,dry docks, wbo
is one of the ciesetibent known busi-
ries men and • taloa' councilman.
The Young Oran 10‘;10•eit on a
protracted spree and one day last
week took risen af the Sears and
Nehmn filf10110'11Nid and Norton
strew 5, thit Ids eiort at that time
proved fatale, as quick action .upon
part of the phItriciaus beim wive
Duetted to his rescue, /saved his life
from ebtsing away under pressor of
the strong poieon. For a while at
that time he was in a serious condi-tion. but filially We* brought around
all right.
After his initial attempt the des-
pondent and desperate young man
avowed hie determination to kill him-
self anyhow. Yesterdlay he again
came under the influence of strong
think, and about 9:30 ciclock last
evening, paid hie admission to the
theatre and entered the gallery, pre-
'ornately to witneee the production
(Continued ow Page Four.)
GRAND DAM
HARRY O. JOHN SON SE-
LECTED AS PADUCAH'S
REPRESENTATIVE.
Question Ccnnes Up At Birminghamof Making Order Strictly. a
Southern Lodge.
'Mt. Harry G. Johnston has been
selected as the representative of the
jocat lodge of Beavers to attend the
Grand Datn of Beavers, that will be
beld February 5th, one week from
next Monday, at Birmingham, Ale.
The selection was male at the meet-
ing of the local lodge during their
session test evening In the Elits"Intl,on North Fourth- etreet, whrere theBeavers meet.
At the gathering of the Grand Darnin Ilinmingbarn there will be brotightup the question of merino, this secretorganization a "strictly Southernteder, witb no subordiate bodiesNorth of the Mn and Dixon line.At present there ,eloest not .eptist an
order of .this character that lestrictsits membership, all of them existingboth in the North and South, but tbeBearers over the country are *Sir.
i009 of infiggcatinlir a new movementin this direction- and permit thelOcliges to flourish only h the Southeern mates.*
Mr. Johneoti ..i—the local lodgelode unainsitgueded on rhis point, butwhin tht proitinn cdmes tip he
isitipplert it
the paraphernelia nf tOte kvcallodge has not yet .arrived from thefactory, and will not Se forwaededuntii after megrig, # the GrandDemi. because+ tif 'Ain.g;theritiet therewill aloe be fei*ed the gnestion ofcompelling every Deaver suclordinatebody over the couner else thesame character of a.arnt para-phernalia, in detail. this is donethe different, feidiges over the errantrycan conatelida,te their Orders. and inthis wholesale ... mantle, of orderingoistfite get cheaper prices- than would
7-1
prevail if one lodge used one kindi
and another a separate make,
Mr. Johnson is the well Iensewn
chief train dispatcher for the-NA.41k.
& St. L. railroad, and former emilltedl
ruler of Paducah's Elk's lodge.
TEN DAYS.
Given Property Owners to
Against Raises Made.
Protest
'Sheriff John Ogilvie and his dem:-
titles are busily engaged delivering
the many 'hundred notices sent out by
The board of county eupervisors, to
property ONVII/eteS WitI11'e valuation of
indloorty has been raised, for county
tax purposes. The board has set
February 5th as the time for hearing
the complaints of , c landowner*
who protest at their assessment be-
ing raised
DRUMMERS MEET.
Special Session Called by That Or-
ganization This Evening.
This evening at 8 o'clocat a special
meeting of the Paducah Traveling
MieWS Club vi ill be 'hekl at their club-
rooms on South Fourth stfeet, and
all the member* will be there as im-
portant businesa cotnes up before
them for transaction.
This wild be the first gathering in
tibe quarters since they wete thrown
open by the tnembers one week ago.
Word yesterday reached here that
Wednesday in Carbondale. Ill., there
was married Dr. Francis Marion
Hewitt and Miss Winifred Harker.
The groom-was connected for severLI. years with the McPherson phar-
macy "'here, and is quite popular.
GOOD MAN DIME
MR. WILLIAM DIETRICH EX-
PIRED LAST EVENING
EARLY.
Took Sick Last Monday With Brain
Hemorrhage That Resulted
In Paralysis.
Last evening at 7:35 o'clock the
county lost one of its best known
farmers in Mr. William Dietrich, of
the Florence Station neighborhood,
who passed away of paratysis pro-
duced by braln hemorrhage, viihich
restiked in a bknid clot. 1 1-fe bad
been ill since last Monday onty, and
gradually grew woree from incipiencyof the attacild ufttil claimed byeitileath.
,Dietrioh was one of the oldest
and best known at tilers of thecountse where he had resided for
many years, and was a useful and
enterprising Citizen, whose lose will
be deeply 'felt by everybody, He
was seventy-one years of age antt be-
side hit wife left tlwee chren,
Messrs. John and Yock Dietrich and
Mrs. Corey Cole, alt of Graves
county. He ie also ,survived by one
broeher and three sisters, Mr. Gott-
t Dietrich, of Grave! county, Mes-
dames Mary Brookshiee and Eliza-
beth Foote, also of that county, and
Margeret Beyer, of this county,
MI of %whom have the (thrust *Tun-pathy in rheir !hour of irreparable
bereavement.
Tine afternoon at z o'clock thefumes) services wihl be conducted at
the family reeidence by Rev. 'Mr.
Vv'ardlow, of the Methodist chorchfor the Lone Oak neighborhood of




Famous Confederate Cavalry Leader
Dies at Sister's Home in
Brooklyn.
New York, Jan 26.—General
Joseph. Wheeler, the aniroue Confed-erate cavalry kader and 'Brigadier
General in the United StOes army
since the war with Spain, died at thehome of 'hie sister, Mks. Sterling
Smith. in Brookayn. He was sixty-nine years otd, but in epite of air,there was hope un'il. yeeter4sy of hisrepottery from the attack of pneu-monit which ceased hie death.
Funeral stertdces will he held in
New York Sunday at the St. ThomasEpiscopal church. Rev. Dr. Ferneet
M. Stiree, rector of thie church, esill
officiate. The body will then be
taken to Washington for burial on
Monday in the National ceme-
tery at Arlington wit t the full mili-
tary -honors due an Tifficer of his
ranikt—brigedier-general. of the UnitedStates. A -.plot has been selected, on
the slope to the right of the ihietoricArlington }levee, where his body
finally will be plated at rest.
ir •
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AN ABSURD PROPOSITION
THE i'ADUCAH TRACTION COMPANY PROPOSES TO TAKE A
TEN YEAR CONTRACT TO LIGHT THE STREETS USING
THE CITY'S POLES AND WIRES AND CLOSE DOWN THE
MUNICIPAL PLANT TO ROT AND BECOME USELESS—THE
OFFER ON ITS FACE IS $62 PER LIGHT WHEN IT WILL
REALLY COST THE CITY ABOUT Igo PER LIGHT.
A conference' wae 'held yesterday
afternoon by sate joint light corn/nit-
tee of the cify legislative boards,
Mayor Yeiser and General Manager
John Bleecker and other officials, of
the light and I power company, at
which time there was •entered into
negotiations that may result in, the
light company furnishing electrical
cusrent for the street corner arc
tion of tilts nature, as. he believes it
would be to Jibe city's best interest
to look after its own lights and con-
tinue operating the public powerhpuse and department.
/The report of 1905. for the city
light department show" that it costabout $63 or $64 a year to nwiintain
the publk Lasalle, this expense in-cluding .ercery expenditure connected
w h the department, superineendent'slights now maintagind by the city trimmers wages, and, in fact,from the public power plant. The everything. President McBroorn ofrepublican boards believe they can
close down the citys 'power house
and let the private concern furnish
the electricity cheaper ehan it costs
the city to do so.
the conncilmanic board, said that the
Present plant is run down, and in avery poker condition, and that it
would take about $2o,000 to put it
in first-class condition sufficient toDuring yesterday's conference Gen furnish power for about 250 corner,eral Manager Itleecker offered to I arcs, that will Ite the number neededsupply the eurrent for the city's • within the next few years, the citystreet arc fights and keep the wiring, ,is branching out so rapidly. He islights and everything in good repair 'of the opinion that it would be aa.r.ei running shape for $62 per yearfor each light. He further agreed to
keep rhe lights lit every, night the
ycar round or give a 4,000 'hour serv-
ice every twelve oitmths, which is
equal to ten dind nine-tenths hours
each night tha year . round. Tht
company bases this $62 per light
upon 200 lights. At present there
are 165 lights hanging at the street
corners around town, but applica
tions have been' made to the city
authorities for at least thirty-five
more, for as many corners in the
outskirts where they are badly need-
ed, but cannot be hung because the
present machinery at the city's power
house is not sufficient to furnish
more current than for the 165 being
used to illuminate the city.
Looking to The future of she city toninalttee will submit the proposi-Mr. Bkecker expressed himself as tioin to the entire council and alder-willing to be bound to an iron-elad men and etc What they think aboutagreement to reduce the peke of the it.servite as the city grows larger and ' Yesterday there was brought upMore street corper arcs are htuig. the question as to whether the pith-This baste of change was offered by 1:47;ilitsatIvorities could* tie the city bpMr. Bleecker, provided the city will a contract ten years long, andmake a ten year contract with the the city scriicitor i. of the opinionprivate lighting concern, while in re- t4t this can be done.turn the private corporation binds tsose at the meeting said theiritself to lease from the city, for a , object wee to eve if they couldsimilar period, the public pow get the lighting done at a costhouse on Madison street betire‘ lotitge *au that incurred by the cityNinth and Tenth, for $125 per year, i gpplyjn.g it own current andand give back to the municipality Iles nufflataiping tate department. Theypublic power house at the end Oi Will 1111thfulty canvass the situationthe term of years mentioned. ervi finally reach some concitiaion.The public light committee held One of the agreements yesterdaythe conference yesterday of its own of Mr. Bleecker was that if hisvolition and simply invited the may- company was given the contract beor Over to be present. Although the wottld furnish much cheaper the in-latter does not express 'himself defi- candescent lights at the city ball,nitely it is gathered from his trend fire department houses, hospital, li-of talk that 'he is against a proposi- , brareratal other public buildings.
most recent communications reachingthe Padueabans' heeds, making prop°onions. to furnish the attractions forthe entertainment.
The directors and committee wentoverall the papers and looked thorougshly into the figures quoted them,but will not do 'anything for somedays yet towards king the contractto any of it'he companies. Anothergathering will be held next Monday
that time there is expected .here rep-resentatives from several of the car-nival concerns to measo in personthe propose!. on what basis theywill produce the necessary attrac-tions and features. After they areheard .something will then be decid-ed on ae to the company and dates,and the sub-committees of Paducah-ans then named to assist. in the ar-rangenaents.
CALIFORNIA BANK CLOSES.
San Luis Obispo, Cal., Jan 26.—The Bank of San Luis Obispo, theoldest institution of the kind in thiscity, has closed it doors by orderof the bank consmissioners.' CashierS. W. Wilson, -who is acting underinstructitore, wilt not give out any in-formation. The bank has large andvaluable property holdings Sere,which it is thought wilt mare thanoffset the liabilitiep.
saving to the city through medium
of the reduced price the private com-
pany- will charge as the number of
lights iticrease.
• Some of the other city officiais mot
.at the meeting take the view that to
let the public power house lay idle,
for a period of 'ten years that it
woult) rust and waste away by nat-
ural decay, and then cost more mon-
ey to put it back ini proper condi-
tion and make neceesary additions
than it would for the plant to be im-
proved now and rbe city continue
furnishing its own service.
At the adjournment of yesterday'sconference it was understood that
General Manager Bleecker was to be
rmr again and additional promises
procured in tIlth regard, when the
I
HILL TRIAL
ALL EVIDENCE WAS NOTDT YESTERDAY AT
'MURRAY.
Parties There Seem to Think ThatHill Will Have No Trouble in
Vindicating Himself?'
Officer Moore Cherchthill of the
police force, telephoned The Register
over the lona distance .system last
ev-ening from Mtwray, that rhe court
kaely not yet finished hearing the
kiridence in the examining court ofClarke Hill, the =ate of the steamer
Clyde, of tine city, who ie on trial
charged with murdering HenryI i odiges, colored. The pa t rolen a n
went down there yesterday morning
to testify in the case, and wild notreturn untirtoday.
His opinion was, that Hilt wouidcone clear as he staid over the 'phonethet nothing incriminating had thee
far been introduced, pmvitor that themate delivered the blow which
created the injury claimed to befatal. The evidence will ail be fin-ished by today at noon at which timethe court) wilt decide whether Hill
she!) be held over to the circuit courtgrand jury. or dismissed of the
change.
Hill before heaving here, where bewas arrested, expo ded 'himself as avictim of enistaloe, and) said he wouldhave no troullete in clearing hineeelf,which his many friend e hope will be
t'he otttroore.




NAMED AT MEETING LAST
NIGHT.
Many Carnival Companies Are After
Contract to Furnish Attractions
for Festival.
At the/gathering last evening of
the stockholders of the Paducah
Carnival association, at Hotel Lag-ontarsine• on Second, and Broadway,
active eteps were taken towards pre-
paring for the spring festival, which
will be given along about the com-ing May or April in this city. The
time is drawing close for arrange-
ments to be completed and the as-sociation members are now directing
their attention (thereto.
During the meeting there was
chosen the executive committee tint
contegated Dick Davis, Charles
Weille, L. A. Laimarsino and -Jeff
J. Read, the first I/lent:rimed of whom
is the chairman. At the session
several weeks ago the offioers for
this year were ch gen, they being L.
A. Lagomarsin president; A. W.
Grief, vice president; Rodney Davis,
secretary and treasurer.
The gentlemen (had a bundle of
correspondence before them last
night fonn local and outside people
wanting inflOrmartion.tregardling the
festival. as pertaine to elates, con-
ceesitost, etc. Arnong the letters
were communications' from many ear
ntaal. romOaniet• Gaskill, Fierari,
Mundy, Jellinson, and Bailey. The
Seated Billy Baxter.
.Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 26.—Althoughthe contest committee had returneda tritatority report that there was tiolegal election in the Fiftieth legisla-tive district composed of the Tenthward of the city ef Lotri4vige, theHouse by a viva voce vote adoptedthe minority report and seat k Billy
Baxter, Democrat.
APPENDICITIS
MRS LEM JONES OPERATED
ON AT RIVERSIDE
HOSPITAL.
1Williarn Conley, Wife and Bagmatted to Poor Farm—Dt.
Walker Sitting Up.
Last 'evening at Riverside hosplte
Mrs. Lem Jones was operated on by
Drs. Stewart, Hoyer and Rives for
appendicitis, with which she hail been
suffering for 90111e days. Indications
are that the operation is a success,
as early this morn& she was rest•ing teen.
In Bad Condition.
Yesterday William Conley,, wile
and to-year-oid son were admitted to
the poor faros on aecount at the
health of the parents, who are suf-
fering firont consumption. They
came bete about fie, months ago
from Evansville and have been re-
siding under a tent wear the I.\ C.
incline to the north of town. Tlhe
father is bedfast and not good for
much longer, while the mother is
able to sit up but suffers from ad-
vanced stages of the disease. The
child Is apparently heakhy. Their
condition was of such e distressed
and pitiful nature that they were put
in the poor house for care.
8500 DAMAGES
THE COUNTY ROADS WEREIN(JUR'ED TO THAT
AMOUNT. .
Nothine Done in the County Clerk's
-Lees taeeds
For Record.
Supervisor Bert Johnson, (if thecounty roach, yesterdtty .said that therain fall of last Sunday and Sundaynigtht damaged the county higiverayoabout $5oo worth, but that he willget the repairs completed today andthe highways pieced back in goodshape. He found'that the waehoutswere the gireateet in five years past,roads everywhere being injured, bythe gushing streams that flooded thepikes aoctegutters alongeide.
Deeds Recorded.
Land lying * county has heelsold by W. A. Gardner to C. C.Thompson for $eso. There wasfudged with the clerk yesterday forrecord the deed transferring- the land.
W. C. O'Beyao transferred. to JeseeFrank Jones, Inc $60, property inthe O'Bryan adidition to the city.
Ittis. Agnes Yopp botight fromH. 13aldwin, for $t000, propertyon the south sidle of Jackson street.Brack Owen sold to WilliamProbst, for lees, property on WestClay street.
For $teo A.. N. Scare soda to CliffSutherland land out in the county.
Layan Harvest bought from E. B.
Fandoyle, for $1,20o, property in the
comity, aen the 0 gele ns Landing and,Paebocah road.
'C. C. Thompson bought flout W.
A. Gardner, for $276, property on
Mame creek in the comity.
CHAFING DISH
IllOrirarth League Entertained Many
D. C. Club Met "
le a. large crowd was present
seining at the Broadway Meth-
witch participating in the de-
'Chafing Dish" pacrzilyit,
et
MCIVA were served, Inhale 1=eld
Abe Ey/forth league.
and a general social 'gathering ofmuch pkasure held.
Tibe P. D. C. club was charming-




ED DM NOT ARRIVE
TESTERDAT.'''''
1111111111MINIkaawmalial
Men Think They Will Not Have Any
Trouble in Amicably Adjusting
Matters
The Leatiaerworkers' union of efiscity held a epecial meeting last even-ing at Central Labor hall, on Northtrourth street, for the purpose ofmeeting one of their national ofticerswho was due to arrive here, but thehigh official did not ehow up, 'hence
is expected today. He had written
that he would, be here, and anticipat
;mg no delay the union railed thespecial eession to meet him, but hefailed to ihow up andotent no word40 explain the de/ay.
Two weeks ago there expitsa the
yearly contract the union has . itit
the katherworkinfg howne, this agree
mient showing how much each man
is to be paid for his piece work andalso binding the -proprietore of, the
ettablishmente to employ none butthose affiliating with organized labor.
Relikopf and. the Starks-Ullman
concern do not employ union help
alone, leavitig only two local firmsthat do. the Padocah Saddlery com-
pany of Fourth' and Jefferson, andMichael Brothers of Second and'Broadway. When the agreement
eapired a week or two ago Michaelsigned up again, 'and th Paducah
Saddle concerti agreed to do so ifRehkopf and Starks-Ulkinan did.These two latter agent refused andthe union then appealed to nationalawadquartere for assistance to ad-just ehe misundersianding with theFourth and Jefferson street cohoern.This culminated, in the irternational
officer signifyieg his indention ofcoining herq. egetienetting, bet he,,has not ehoiroteggegmemcpected.
5., One kardingligkornagin n said kitscresting that he did not think an:trouble weetelOgggettig Joe strike t•declared 'against ̀ flid...‘sidectili Sad





Dr. Richard Walker is able to sit
up at the railroad hosinital and will
be recovered sufficiently to come out
next week. He has now been laid up
a month with fever.
Mrs. Joseplh Petter veto some bet
ter last evening at the family home
rri Monroe street near Eleventh,
where she isisuffering from an attack
of pneumonia.-
Mr. Wes Arnold eontinues very
to at his home on Broad street,
and his condieion is so ptecarious
that the childzect'away from here
have been telegraphed and summon-
ed to his bedside. Hi ft stage has




Yesterday Mary, the 12-yeae-ol 1
daughter of Mn- Edward Smith, of
Areadia, wa9 'brought to the resi-
dence of Mrs. Schotta, on South
Fifth street, where the physicians
operated on her for tonsilitis, the
tortsile being removed. '
Hit in Eye.
'Yesterday morning Rahn, the 18-
year-old son of Captain H. G. Grain
ger, of 1212 South Sixth street, 'was
playing in the yard with a younger
brother when the latter playfully
threw a large corn cob at the other.
who was struck in the eye and pain-
fully infurecl, he being unable to _neersee out of it, white quite a blood
hemorrhage issued forth froin 'thesocket. The doctors canircA tell yet







WI ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
We want every sack woman or girl to
 write us fully
about her case, so we Can help h
er. Describe plainly
what is wrong with you, stating 
age, and we will send
you Free Advice, in plain, sealed 
envelope. All letters
strictly coalidentlal. Addams: Lad
ies' Advisory Dept.,
The Chattanooga /AM** Co. Chat
tanooga, Tenn.
Ignorant Suffering
There is a surprising ignorance amongst
 women, on the subject of
their own functions. Nine out of ten,
 suffer dreadfully every month,
and think they have to. Do you? If s
o, you are wrong. No need
to suffer, unless you wish to. Functiona
l pain is a sign of functional




An those bearing-aown pains, he
adaches, back-
aches, cramps, dizziness, etc., can be
 cured by Cardul.
Not only CAN, but SHOULD. To 
allow them to
come back every month, is to invite 
low of health and
happiness.
Irregular menstruation, bad breath, poor
 blood—all
results of female weakness, in young 
or old, can be
cured with Cardui. Try it.
At all drag stores in 41.00 bottles
"I COULD SCARCELY
CRT AX01711D„"r
writes Mrs. F. J. Ashburn, Cl
Chi:armee., Tenn., "ter pain at
my monthly periods. I had bear-
lag-down pains, head ached every
day and ray back hurt so I coukl
scarcely stand. I was tired and
run down, and thought I couldn't
eve. Slam taking Cardul, how-
ever, I have greatly Improved and
feel better than I have for years.
If it were not for Cardtd I might
now be under tbe ground."
AFTER SALOONS




Boards Will Refuse to Grant Li
-
cense to Parties Running Bed-
rooms in Connection.
One of the leading mem.bers of the
miunicipal legislative fireflies yesterday
stated that doultelves they would
shortly take up the suggestion of
ailayor Yeiser in his annual message
,
that either a committee be named 
to
always decide valsere saloon license
s
sisal' be issued or that a district be
laid off, and the grogshops be corn-
peace to flourish inside thereof only.
no licenses being issued to do busi
-
ness outside the selected boundaries
.
This official in question believes in
establishing boundary lines that will
divide the city up so the largest
resicbence portion will not have any
saloons in it. He said that he was
bike every other citizen, that he ad-
vocating keeping the saloons out of
the main residence part of town
where influence as felt by the children
.
while the wives and families are at
the mercy of ruffians who may get
drunk and do something rash, while
the fathers and 'husbands are doan
in the city attending their business
duties.
He continued that the residence
district saloons were the worst kind,
because they are scattered out every-
where and the police cannot properly
look after them, with reetit :that
rough mobs congregate especially
after niiehtfall, when all are through
with their daily tabor. Hei believes in
congregating them as 'close down in
the business section of town as possi-
ble, because the prominence, of the
crowded rhorortglrfares is itself intimi-
dation sufficient to prevent motky
gangs and boisterous crowds from
trying their devilment.
Another thing, stated this official,
is ,the question of %Inane witlowine-
rooms and 'bedrooms attachet, lie
continued that reports had been made
to himself and other -aethorities about
coffee houses that maintained hodl
Sm. where lewd females and nren
consort, and that this, woufld surely
have to he stopped. The boards are
now quietly investigating the _matter,
gathering together their data, and
then next July when it comes 'to re-
newing the saloon licenses, they de
not intend to grant any to the pro-
prietors 'maintaining these hell-link
attachments, as he called them.
Parties residing in the neighbor-
hood of the saloon's maintaining
bears-Prime in connection therewith
say that women, drunk and' sober, can
be frequently seen coming mit of the
places day and night, and that it a.




Chinese Forming Societies in Prin-
cipal Cities to Promote Patriotism.
Pekin, Ian. 25—Organizers paierhy
the state are *seining societies in
the principal cities eff China to foster
local public spirit and imperial pa-
triotism. Definite steps have been
proposed for directing the sentiment
thus created into practicalt channels.
The art politics will be !systematically
taught. together with the secrete of
the !axial and economic greatness of
the western nations,.
Chinese stateemen, who have spent
yea,re in Europe and America, have
submitted to the governmeat exhesre-
five softiies of what they have seen
and from these authorities have been
?kaki* for the regeneration
China in eoneconari&---iirffia'afli
nest character. The first stages
workswere difficult and dis-
tils. alike the organizers could
ee 'the leading people to at-
ineetinos and actively atip-
Port the movement. Later t
he vic-
tories of japan and the removal o
f
the RuSsiall hypnosis 'electri
fied
'Ohina and convinced tire thinkin
g
classes that the effort for refor
m
would be worth while.
Political econ'arnie schools have
'been opened in all the provinces 
and
the educated and merchant c
lasses
are working together to extend th
eir
influence. The rrsovemena is not po
si-
tively anti-foreign but is radica
lly
pro-Chinese. The leaders say th
e
id-tin-sate effect will be to keep domes-
tic trade and industry in the ha
nds
of the Chinese and compel f
oreign
powers to pay proper 'heed txs Ohine
s.e
interests and susceptibilities. T
he
movement in all the more rema
rk-
able because it is synchronous 
with




HABIT WILL HAVE TO BE
DISCONTINUED BY
CHILDREN.
Between a000 and 2,000 Pairs of
Skates Sold During the Past
Three Month.
Several of the city officials were
going down proadtway yesbenday aft-
ernoon and they had to nearby wade
through ehildren who congested the
sidewalks by the hundred on their
roller skates. After getting through
the danger by "running the lines" the
authorities all stated that witthaut
doubt there wieuci Le presented. at
the next meeting of the municipal
legislative boards on ordinance com-
pelling the chilideen to desist from
skating upon. the public highways
with their rollers. One of the group
of officials sai * he had, children him-
self, and they skated along 'with the
balance, and also that it was hard to
deprive the little ones of their pleas-
Joe and healthy sport, hut that it had
00mc to that point where this was
absolutely necessary and the measure
'would be adopted on short order.
Once before a bill to this effect avas
introduced trot defeated, as it the
n
seemed the children devoted them-
selves 'alone to skating upon the
single block of Clark between Ninth
and Tenth streets, where concrete
eallai exist Now ‘though the prac-
tice has spread over the entire city
and is becoming dangerous for the
children, who get out al such large
crowds they are 'liable to be run
over by fractious hhrses or cats and
seriously injured. The lads of the
Ninth and Clark neigaborhood seem
"father?' of the practice of skating
on the walks, and they should feel
pround, as, the habit has stretched
over the entire city.
One dealer in rollers yesterday said
be expected between loco and 2,4200
pair of skate, had been sold the
children here within the past three
months.
"With His Wife's Money"
Once upon a iiinle a time a man
married a woman wits), had inherited
$soo from a grandfather. This was
WS she ever received, but the man
never got credit for his efforts the
teat of hi, life. He Intilt a new 'tore.
"Did if with his wife's money," time
neighbors 'said. The home was made
over and enlarged "His wife's
money did it," was' the only com-
ment.. The little measly $500 site in,
berited was given the credit for
everything be did. during life and
Ashen he died and 'hie widow put up
a mormtersent with his life insurance,
"Hier money paid for that" was said
again, Bat this. is .avtleat. her money
really went for: -touring EF-r elect*.
trent she bought herself a $3so piano
and a Viso diamond ring and its a
few weeks lost the ring and there was
always some forret that she didn't






It Will Be Made Plain and Spe
cific,
and Not Great Flagrant and
Unjust Exemptions.
ling taken up with other 
actions. It
will be tried .today and is 
the only
suit docketed for time day, th
e court
taking 'half a day off in o
rder that
the jurors can go home, th
ose living
out in the county especially, t
o spend
Sunday with their families.
The joint ordinance committee o
f
the public -legislative boards 
will
sometime next week hold a meeting
for purpose of drawing up a nu
mber
of new ineasuees that will be 
intro-
duced the week following into 
the
hoards for adoption. Presiden
t
Oscar Starks, of the eidermanic bo
dy,
yesterday said that one .o be pas
sed
right away is that regarding gra
nting
exemptions to new concerns start
ing
up 'here. He is, in favor of continu
ing
the odd ordinance in effect, but 
wants
to add a few amendments to it,
 so
the document can be cha.nged i
nto
shape that factories ofiening her
e
cannot take advantage of the city
.
Under the present ordinance ma
ny
people are exempted from the r
eal
estate they buy, the buildings the
y
pist up, the machinery they instill,
HIE stock they carry, and in f
act
everything.
The ordinance as it now stands ex
-
empts them from paying a lice
nse,
and Nar. Starks yesterday said 
that
this included his firm, hut 'be 
was
willing to have the measure change
d
so there would be no doubt alon
g
this line and it he specifically 
stipu-
lated that the tax exemption did 
not
include the license.* Mr.' S
tarks
started the Starke-Ullman Sad
dlery
company that was exempted, but
 he
wants the ordinance changed so 
that
exemptions would not be granted 
for
juet any and everything asked for.
One city official yesterday sai
d the
town had been taken coavaneage of 
Oil
rem-leo-no occasiope, but that it 
had




ONLY THAT NUMBER 
OF
CASES FOR JURY TO
TRY YET,
Street Car Company Wants New
Trial of Greenlee Suit—Wood-
ward Case Compromised.
There are only eight more cases
on the docket in the circuit court for
the jury to try ere they are dismiss-
ea and. Judge Reed takes up the
equity side of the docket that is tried
by himself personally. The jury will
be dismissed one week from today
and then the judge will be in session
himself, without jurors, for about
three weeks.
The report of Receivers Felix Ru-
dolph and Cecil Reed was confirmed
yesterday in the mitt of A. Ca Bruce
and others against the People's
Horne Purchasing company. The
report showed the sale of property.
The defendant made a motion for
a new trial of the suit of J. P.
Pierce, administrator of Malcolm
Greerolea against the Paducah Trac-
tion company. The jury gave judg-
ment for $5,000 against the company
on acount of Greenlee tieing fatally
injured between two cars at First
and Broadway.
The ciefeekkort filed an answer and
cross petition in the divorce suit of
W. H. Paul against Ada Psiol,
J. F. Nicholson was given iodic-
anent for Us against the Metropoli-
tan Lift Insurance company that re-
rit-sar to pay lent salary le eahualT
as went here for the concern.
The &mar suit of Emma Rose
against the street railway compatty
was set for yesterday 'het not reach-
ea in account of the court'a time be-
Outfit Sold.
Yesterday afternoon Deputy Sh
er-
iff Hume ()Whir sold at public
 auc-
tion the outfit of the Pad
ucah Toilet
Supply company of West Mo
nroe
street, the sate taking place at 
the
court house door and being c
onduct-
ed to satisfy a judgment of 
$94.30
the Jackson Foundry and 
Machine
company got in the circuit co
urt
against the toilet concern for 
iron
and other material furnished. 
The
outfit brought $129 26, part '
being
sold to Will Young, the lau
ndryman.
part to A. Pollack, the jeweler 
of




There was compromised yesterday
the damage suit of Gray Woodward
against the Paducah Laundry coin-
pany for $15o. Woodward fell 
int,.
the open hot water vat behind th
e
laundry, at Fifth arid jeffes
ion
streets, and was fearfully scalded
.
He sued but now compromises and
the action is dismissed. It was
 to
have come up yesterday.
There was tried yesterday by
Judge Reed, at his private office 
in
the Columbia building, the suit of
G. T. Renick, guardian for Hsnry
Howard Simpton, against the alat
ual
Life Insurance company. 1 ae mat
-
ter was to have come up before 
a
jury yesterday at the court house
,
but the jury was waived and litiga
-
tion submitted to the judge personal
-
ly, he trying it at the private office.
As yet the lawyers baveanot firis
hed
with the evidence and pleadings
May Make Owensboro Terminus
The proposed Chicago. Indiana
po-
lis & Evarreville railroad has begun
survey for a bridge across the Ohio
river at Owerrs.boro, Ky. Because
Evansville refeeed the coed certain
terminals in that citya the company
threatens to Make Oweneboro tbe
terminus. Chicago and Kansa.; City
capital is back of the road, and it
will pass through the coal fields in
Central and Southern Indiana. The
promoters contemplate a main line
from Chicego to Evansville, with
branches from Grown Point to Toles
ton, and from Logansport to South
Bend and to Owensboro, Ky. At
Toleston a $4o.000000 plant is to to
erected by the United States Steel
Corporation. The premoters say
that they have made arrangements to
enter Chicago over Ohre Chicago Belt'




Abram L. Well & C. Buy Out Mr.
Ashbrook's Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my frieuds and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. 'Weil & Co., and ask for them a
cositinuanee of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, winch I
have conducted in this city for the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
shouldi publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a




We desire to inform all of having
iterreteht thkebtreasoc jr. alohbnook
and hope for a cc-ere-mance of the
liberal eparronage accorded him,
guaranfgeing alkadatisfaction and ap-
preciation.
'ABR'Agi L. VYWIL & CO.
Tennionrow morning at it o'clock,
in the saiternoon at 3:30 olciock, and
at nighttime at 7:30 o'clock, Dr, M.
J. Fanning, of St. Louis, will deliver
three of his great celebrated talks
on "Our Country, What Shall We Do
With it?" He is one of the greatest
orators of the day and comes here
through influence of the ministerial
association to deliver the talks. The
morning and evening addresses
are for everybody, While
that in the afternoon is for men
only. A most cordiab ihvitation
is extended to all people to come and
hear this renowned orator whose •
brilliance has held spellbound many
rnamimbtli congregations the world
over.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
'At the Cumberkuid Presbyterian
church Sunday school services will be
'held tomorrow morning at 9:30
o'clock, while the 'J'unior Chrietian
Endeavor society meets at 3 o'clock
in the afternoon and the Senior
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 o'clock, in
the eviening. Owing to the fart that
"The Great Irish Orator" M. J.
Fanning is to address the people of
Paducah at the Broadway Methodist
church tomorrow at 10:45 a. no 2:30
p. as. 7:30 p. are there will not be
arty preaching at' this church all day.
Mr. Fanning umes a subject of inter
-
est to all citizens, and all the city
pastors have been requested to sus-
pend services for that day in order
every-one can go and hear him.
German Lutheran.
Sunday school services will be
held at 9:30 o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing at the Gertnian Lutheran church
on South Fourth street. At 10.:3
o
o'clock Rev. Ilten preaches in the
German language and at 7:30 o'clock
in the English language Commun-
ion, will be ,condocted at both sere
vices.
Evangical Church.
German servides will be held to-
morrow morning at use Evangelical
church, on South Fifth street, by
Rev. William Boarquin, who at the
evening hour speaks in the gJis
language. "A Wooderf Ladder"
will be preached on at nigihts
Tenth Street Ctsistian.
"Life of the Church" will be talked
on tomorrow morning at the Tenth.
Street Christian church by Key. D.
W. Bass, who also fills his pulpit a
t
the evening hour, but has not yet
chosen his topic.
Third Street Methodist.
iRev. Peter Fields 'will preach to-a,
morrow morning and evening at 
the'
Third Street Ketliodlistt church, 
but
as yet he Sias not chosen his sub-
jects. k . I.
Candy Pulling.
A large crowd attended, the candy
pulling given last evening by the
societies of the Tenth Street Chris-
tian church, and a detightitil time
was had by all.
Second Baptist.
"Affliction" 'will be preached on to-
morrow morning by Rev. E. H.
Cunaingham *of the 'Second Baptist
church, while at the evening hour
his theme will be '41-lell."
,First Christian.
There will be Sunday school tier-
vices and communion tomorrow
morning at the First Christian
cburch, but no preaching.
Grace Episcopal.
Rector David Wright will he in his
pulpit at the Grace Episcopal churc
h
tomorrow morning and afternoon.
(Continued on Page Three.)
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ESTA'r*. WE
STERIsl icErcrucay YAWL PAS,
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR
 INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURN
AL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR
 IT.






at close of business. Dec 30, 1905
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts • 
  $177.196 54
Stocks and Bonds 
2,830 oic
Furniture and Fixtures  
3,000 oo













A DIVIDEND 01? 2% PER CENT WA
S DECLARED OUT
OF THE NET EARNINGS OF THE 
PAST SIX MONTHS
AND CREDITED TO THE STOCKH
OLDERS ENTITLED
TO SAME, PAYABLE ON DEMAND
.









3o SOUTH THIRD 5T , PADUCAH.
 K14
MAIIIL, NUR & CO.
11116.---- 
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Roma i,• and 3 Ref/liter &Ill
ing. ko Broadway.
PraeMea la an the courts al the
IOW: WO plasma gr.
3
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE








THE CLOSING .SALE-:-OF THE SCHWAB EANKRUPT STOCK, 216 BROADWAY.
Sale positively closes Saturday night, Feb. 3, 1906. We must vacate our building on that date andwill positively quit. THERE WILL BE NO CONTINUANCE OF THIS SALE. We have re-markedevery suit and overcoat in the house and have made reductions that will startle the business world.No such opportunity will ever occur again. We must quit; hence these wonderful prices we are quoting
60001111111111111180111111011100601MMNIIMMBMINMINNENDWM~•••••0111;06••••••••••••••••••••••••
All suits which Schwab sold at,
$4 00 to $zo.00, bankrupt closing
price, . $1.76 be $3.98
These goods are neat patterns
In Worsted, Cassimeres and
--ChieTots, in all styles.
$15.00 suits $5.96.
Excellent patterns in fancy
Cheviots, Cionimeres, all wool
Worsted, round cut and double
breasted, Schwab's price $15 oo,
Bankrupt closing price .• $5.98.
$i8 oo suits $7.48.
Hand tailored, the • finest
grades, blacks and blues, Silk
and Venetian Lined, round cut
mid double breasted, Schwab's
Price $18.00, Bankrupt closing
price $7.48.
49c Men's Corduroy Pants, 49e•
while they last, only a few left.
$ee 5o Overcoats, $9 98.
Fine tailored garments in me-
dium box and long Coats with
or without belts. Schwab's price
ha. o, Bardtrupt closing price,
while they last  $9-98-
$ao.00 Overcoats
Extra fine grade in solid col-
ors, black, blue, brown and :a
fancy patterns, all styles,
Schwab's price $2o.00, Bankrupt
closing price  $7.48.
$isco Overcoats $5 98
041114111411••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Kersey, Beavers, Melton, Chev
iota in plain colors or fancy pat-
terns, medium length or long
coats, Schwab's price $15.00,
Bankrupt closing price .
$6.00, $7.5o and $to. Overcoats
$3.48, $3.24 and $4.48.
These Overcoats are the finest
ever offered at the price and
comprise Schwab's entire line
sold for Si° oo'or less, Bankrupt
closing price $1 24, $C 48 , For the Little Folks.






Overalls,' 38c Underwear ..zgc









price $1 50 to $6.59, Bankrupt
closing price,  39c to $2 g8
Children's Overcoats 98c to $3 98
Corduroy Pants age
Other Knee Pants 15c to 69c
A few Trunks and Suit Cases
at give-away prices•••••••••••••••••••410.600•••••••••••••••110904.61111/01/00111011000410004110011110••••••1110.11/The biggest cut prices ever made. No such values ever offered before. :: This sale positivelycloses Saturday night, February 3, 1906. NO CONTINUANCE. : : : : :
CLOSING SAR OF Int M. SCHWAB BANKRUPT STOCK
GOOD JOKE
MR CORBETT PRESENTED
JUDGE REED WITH MUCH
WINE
As Payment for His Good Deeds
Judge Thought He Would Just
Fine the Attorney.
Quite a good. joke is told upon
Hon. Hal Corbett, the able attorney.
and Judge W. M. Reed, but it is
hardly known on which the joke can
trietly be applied, as both feel a lit-
tk bad over it.
0 Judge Reed had been sick of ab-
dominal complaint ever since the first
of the year and although he is re-
cuperating, he is still weak and has
a 'hard time properly digesting his
food. Last week Mr. Corbett kind-
ly informed 'the judge that he believ-
ed be could be of assistance in re-
storing his appetite, as he, Mr. Cor-
bett, bad a case of fine wine a friend
sent him, but had no use for it ex-
cept for medicinal purposes, and
would give the judge a bode so the
latter could take before each meal
a spoonful or two to 'help his diges-
tive organs. The offer being Accept
ed. Mr. Corbett accordingly present-
ed Judge Reed with the most excel-
lent medicine, and the latter has
been using it ee a dieting adjunct.
'Last Monday the judge, on leaving
the court house after business hours,
d remarked to Mk. Corbett that the
W.M.0 'helped .Ing stomach wonderful-
)). Mr. Corbett. "tumbled" right
away, and carried him another bot-
tle, thinking of course, that this tued
nal assistance reniered would more
strongly cement their close friend-
ship, and the court would be a little
lenient with him, but it seemed to
have had opposite effect. The judge
is very prompt in getting to court
on time and wants the lawyers to do
likewise in order do prevent delays-The folking moreing Mr. Corbett
-came strolling in about twenty min-
utes late, his delay holding the court
bark, which had one of his cases up
at the time.
"Mr. Corbett," said the judge,peering over his glasses from the
bench, "Has it occurred to you that
yerur tartinterselrehrieling this 'court
back in dispatching business?"
"If your honor please," replied the
attorney, "I was, not thinking much
about the court, as I was very busy
at my office."
"Well sir, well sir, we win sec if
-we cannot make you think about tee
count," said the judges- who then
yelling to the deputy clerk said, "Mr.
Kidd, just enter up a fine of $5
stealth% Mr. Corbett for contempt,
and set' that he pays it,
The medical assistance at that mo-
ment being rerxletedl the judge
theotig'h tlhe liberal gifts was mill
fresh on Mr. Corbettei Mind, and he
looked up at the judge in surprise,but His limior never orecleed a senile
• although a slight twinkle could beseen around his eye to those know-,
lag of the dionation.
Afterwards. Mr. Coebete laughing-
ly told dhe judge hie hoped the winesee••ie "10 1-1--7w5.
/hnip? le ridge )4thi
'remarked he believed it was the
eied
SCHWAB'S OLD STAND
worse trick he ever played on a law-
yer, but the grineof justice must go
ferward without interruption.
First Contract Let.
The development of the mineral
fields of Western Kentucky has prob
ably been responstble for the launch
ing of the Kentucky Midland rail-
road, that will tap the Louisville &
Nashville at Mlailisonrille, Ky., and
the Illinois Central at Central City.
he first contract for the building
of, this road, the right of way for
Which has been surveyed some weeks
ago,- has been let for the grading
and constructing the road from Ctn
tral City to Earle*. A-s soon as this
work is under way,. work on the
Earles-Madisonville etid of the line
will be begun. When this road is
completed a abort cut will be afford-
ed to Louisville from Madisonville
that will eliminate something like
Sixty teaks from the distance now
traversed.
Excessive Wealth.
A few men in the United States
have accumulated wealth that has
~feted to enormous proportions, and
these has been some speculation as to
how much greater these vase estates,
if keep intact, with be increased'. One
writer has said that it is the con-
clusion of experts in financial statis-
tics that the nitre rich are destined to
grow too much richer that, under ex-
isting conditions, within thirty or
forty years the five thousand richest
Americans, instead of having fifteen
billions between them any havefifty or a hundred billion,. This is,
of course, entirety speculative ,yet it
euggeete a barely possible condition
which rennet be contemplated with
pleasure. Such a contingency would
mean of economic conditions that the
bete judgment of the world has heki
• to be necessary to the.puialic welfare,
and it is likely to be prevented
through the operation of natural and
reactive causes.
Contrasted with the phenomenally
excessive wealth of the few is, the
really scant dependence for a living of
more than four million families in the
United States, as calculated by Wal-
dron in his "Handbook of Currency
and Wealth." which i as stated in
Harper's Weekly, is that "they must
get along on animal incimies of. free
than $4o0 per family." Ace:in-ding io
Waldrem's calculation, "more than
one-half of all the families the
United States get less than $600; twee
thirds Of the families get less than
$900, while only one in twenty et the
nation's families is able to obtain an
income of over $3,000 a year."
Wicked Only in Church.
(Atchineon, Kan., Globe.)
It is funny ihow man will get up
iii ellnirch arid confess that he is the
chief of sinners and deny it at home
if any one accused him of simply be-
ing an outside guard at the sinners'
club.
Charles ' Mulford Robinson,• of
Rochester, N. Y., who is a civic art
expert, halt been invited to Denver
for the purpoSe of, making an invest-
igation of tfh.c. municipal improve-
ments.
Berlin has twenty-nine suburbs.




A. H. BAKER CLOSED ON DIS-
TRESS WARRANT 'GOT-
TON OUT.
William Jones Sued Herbert Harris
on Account--Mrs. McManus
Wants Board Bill.
The A. H. Baker grocery, at Fifth
and Norton streets, has been cloeed
on a distress warrant gotten out
against the proprietor by Mike Ise-
man, who claims Maker owes him $54
as rent for the building occupied, it
belonging to Isernere The Stutz
Candy factory then got out an at-
taohment for $18 claimed due on ac-
count for famishing candy to Baker.
The stock will .'be sold next week to
tag, and on the "Mystery of Life" at
night.
Little's Chapel.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
Rev. T. J. Owen preaches at Little's
Chapel in Littleville, while he mill not
hold services at night, on account of
the address to be given by Mr. Fan-
ning at the Broadway Methodist
church,
North Twelfth Mission.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
Sunday school services will be held
at the North Te;elfeh Street Baptist
tuiseion church.
First Baptist Church.
Services will be held tomorrow





Rev. W. W. Armstrong will con-
duct merit-es torr.orri es- morning and
satisfy the indkbtedness. The action evening at the Trirroble Street Metho-
was located in Magistrate Emery'sl dist church'
court
Attachment Suit,
Willihe R. Jones, butcher and cold
storage man, has filed an attachment
suit in the court of Justice Emery
against Herbert Harris, the 'poem of
Thirteenth and Trimble streets, for
$18 75 claimed due for meats Jonesi
furnished defendant.
Board au
Justice Reich, yesterday domed a
warrant against John and Walter
Aarons, who are charged by Mrs.
Katie MleMainue with attempting to
defraud her of a board bile amounting
to something over $too accumulated
during the many Weeks they stopped
with her.
The American Girl.
Hon. Ezekiel Candler, of Missis-
sippi, irs oncost his, speeches in con-
gress, evolved the following oratori-
cal boucittet for the American girl:
"Some has said that when God
made the American girl He sent His
angel mess'engers throughout all
the star-strewn realms of spare to
gather ail there was of beauty a..d
brightness of enchantment, of glam-
our. When those angels returned
from their harvesting Of aauty and
threw down their glittering burden
at His feet, Ile began in their won-
dering presence the fashioning of
the American girt. He wrought from
the geld and the gleam of the rain-
bow 'fides and the pallid silver of
the moon. He wrought with the
crimson, which swooned in the rose's
rtrbied heart, witfh the pure sweet
snow which gleams from the lily's
petals, and the fires and the flames
which flash and leap from jewels'
depths. Then, glancing- deep into
His own bq,som, He took of the
love Which g med there like some
rare pearl ben< h the wind-kissed
waves of a autism sea, thrilled into
the font, He was f .hioning, and all
heaven and earth rejoiced, for lo!
He had wrought the American
girl!"
,AT THE CHURCHES,
(Continued from pag 2.)
First Presbyterian.
Agesee)5(.0,X,,s_Cave of the _keret
"ferdebytetiert eeleurcli epeseeidepn
" Heavenly Dreamer" tomorrow, tniotn-
'The Oregon in Second Place.
(Boston- Globe.)
Now, alas! It is learned that the
Oregonernirst pass from the first to
the second line of defense and here-
after Ito duty in home waters, having
been Arpereeded bY the more-up-to-
date type of battleship. The, news
will be received by the American peo
pie with sentimental regret as they
recall the prowress of this rnssenifi-
cent vessel under its splendid corn-
mandril, Captain •Clark, in the war
with Spain. The wonderful voyage
of the battleship from the Pacific
coast to Cuba and the brilliant part
which it planed in the chase of the
Spanish squadron on its flight from
Santiago 'harbor are an imperishable
part of the most glorious recerd of
the American navy.
Working as an Apprentice.
George Weetinghouse, Jr., son of
the famous inventor and manufactur-
er of electrical appliances, is working
as an apprentice in, the Westinghouse
air brake plant at East Pittsburg.
The young mare who is the sole heir
to his father's vast fortune, has de-
cided to learn the electrical business,
and he entered the plant of his fath-
er on the same ground as the hun-
dreds of other apprentices who have
preceded him. Ile graduated from
Yale last year, and after a rest from
'his studies, catered the plant a few
days ago. He carries his dinner to
the works ire a tin pail, and is thepoorest dressed awl grimiest man in
the plant. He has no privileges over
the other apprentices.
Pleasing the Star Boarder.
(Philadelphia Prem.)
"No." said Beckham, "we never
have boiled ham at our house any
mare.
"Why?" queried Newitt. "I
eleeight you were very fond of it.'
"So I am, but my wife's pet dogwon't eat it at all."
Cork, though the most buoyant
subetiance, will not rise to the siirface
again if sunk 200 feet bellow the
occanis surfeit., owing to the great
pressure of the water. At an,' liess




MORGAN DROPPED IN PO-
LICE COURT.
Benton Yesterday Got His For $5o
and Costs, While Tanner Got It
the Day Before.
As said would be done yesterday
in the police court Judge Sanders
dismitmed the warrant charging J.
Edward Morgan with disturbing the
public schools, during the fight he
had last week, with Prof. Joseph
Ragsdale, of the Fourth and Ohio
shrelite school building. The court
decided thee the breach of the peace,
for which Morgan was fined $50, was
virtually the same thing under the
additional bead of &striking the
public schools, and he could not be
punished twice. for the same offense,
hence the dismissal.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging George W. Tanner, colored,
with presenting a pistol at E. lee
Benton, while the latter was fined $50
and coste for assaulting Tanner dur-
ing their fight east Sunday at Seventh
and Ohio streets whets Benton tried
to make Tanner sign a written re-
traction of damaging reports circu-
lated about hint, genteel, who is
principal of the colored puttee echools
of the ciy.
A continuance until today was
given Arthur Wade and Rsse
Slleilton, the two negroes charged
with engaging in a fight on Broadway
between Fifth and Sixth streets.
Ed Taylor, charged with drunken-
ness, was given a son•timance until
today.
THE OHIO IDEA
IS ENDORSED BY A MIL-
WAUKEE PHYSICIAN—
AN "EXPERT."
Tells of An Act of "Mercy" Which
Has Aroused the Catholic
Ministry.
Nrilwaukee, Wis., Jan. -25.—Dr.
Walter Kempstet, the vveteknown in-
sanity expert, has eterred up a hor-
net's nest anions; Catholics in Mil-
waukee by his statement that he be-
lieves, in the proposed Ohio lip pro-
viding for the killing of persons who
are' suffering front incurable diseases
or front injuries .from which there is
no 'hope of recovery and that Ile once
killed a suffering WOITIPill.
"On one occasion during my prac-
tice," said Dr. Kempster, "I took
upon rnyeelif the responsibility of put-
ting a patient out of tier misery, and
I 'believe God will justify the act.
The rase was that of the wife of a
colonel in the army who had at-
tempted imicadle by taking the woolen
blankets and slow-binning materiels
from her bed, and, lying' on a heave•
strew mattress, set fire to the ma-
benefit under her. She was literally
roasted alive.
W$1.ellleit • Pert, a Idiudeleeihets .3 - Lads Woman's Sukeriayears o has been chosen city at- "1 eel called Ode censtetationtbrney of Net, Bedford, Mass. the attending physician.
I " 'What are you going to do?' Iinquired." 'I think we' had better inject
morphine,' he replied.
" 'How much?' I asked
" 'About ten drops of the solution,'
be said.
" Wily God, man; fill the syringe."
" 'I do root like to assume the re-
sponsibility,' said he.
" 'Give its to me, then.'
"I gave her The -syrings fulls and
relieved her of her suffering. The
woman was a Catholic and! when the
priest arrived he said: 'Doctor, you
did right.'"
Dr. Kempster, however, stated that
such a 'law ?holed be given every
possible safeguard to avoid mistakes,
and expressed regret that in America
every physician is regarded as an ex-
pert. He favored the German prac-
tice of having experts appointed by
the court.
Dr. Kempeter would also include in
the proposed law a provision fee
taking the lives of idiots and lunatics
and those suffering front incurable
diseases and for Whom there is no
hope. —
Catholic Clergy Bitter.
The announcement of Dr. Kerrop-
stees opinions created no loess a furor
than once did the statement in pulpit
by Rev. Judeon cflitswor of Plymouth
Congregational church, Milwukee,
that idiotic and imbecilic babies
should be killed at birth. The Catho-
lic clergy are especially bitter against
the ides.
"To murder a man before robbing
him is ails° the practice of footpube"
said Rev. John Daly. "It mieht
happen that a physician miehe make
an error in adrninisteting drugs, but
the act is called by a noceie crinessin
name when the act is intentional.''
Father J. ji. Keogh of St. John's
cathedral said: "No human taw or
professional opinion can contravene
the divine law which says: 'thou
shalt not kill.' "




THE PRESENT LICENSE ORDI
NANCE IMPOSES A PENALTY
OF TEN PER CENT. TO BE
ADDED TO ALL LICENSES NOT
PAID WITHIN THIRTY DAYS
FROM JAN IST. i906.
THE TREASURER IS REQUIR-
ED TO COLLECT THIS PENAL-
TY ON ALL LICENSE NOT
PAID BEFORE FEBRUARY 1ST,
1906
MERCHANTS, LAWYERS, PHY
SICIANS AND ALL OTHERS, IN-
CLUDING OWNERS OF VEHI
CLES AND DOGS, WHO ARE
LIABLE FOR LICENSE TAX
ARE NOTIFIED TO COME TO
THE TREASURER'S OFFICE
DURING THE MONTH OF JAN-
UARY AND PAY THEIR LI-
CENSE OR THEY WILL SUFFER
THE .PENALTY ADDED BY
LAW.
IN FACT ALL PROFESSIONS,
AVOCATIONS, CONTRACTORS
AND DEALERS OF ALL KINDS,
BOARDING HOUSES AND RES-
TAURANT KEEPERS ARE LIA-
BLE AND ARE REQUIRED TO
PAY A LICENSE TAX, WHIC'











At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class pail matter.
One Year
cal; svery move is being clseely
wetched, and if they follow in the
steps of their. predecessors and ig-
nore the 'rights or the public, and
foster the interests of the corpora-
tions, there will he a change in No-
vember, and a still greater change
ia November, 1907.
The Lighting Proposition.
The proposition made by the rep-
resentatives of the traction company





absurd diet it is not worthy of a2.59.
1.3s moment's consideration by the gen-
us bral council, and any one familiar
with figures could demonstrate that
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Sant:dor Morning, Jan. 27, 1904.4,
Municipal GOvernment.
In this day and generation the tax-




ially to the poor man.
He may hoodwink himself into be-
lieving that because he owns no
property he pays no taxies, but a
greater mietake was never made.
The consumer alwayg pays the
taxes-the man who rents the house
pays the taxes in rent, hence every
man should study the question and
always stand ready to insist upon an
'economical administration of public
affairs. Cities, counties and states
can be conducted econornically or
extravagantly-Public funds can be
'saved or squandered-it all depends
on the citizens. If they see extrav-
agance and do not complain, they
must hear it. If things go wrong,
raise a howl and be heard on the
proposition. s
Elsewhere on this. page is pub-
lished figures received from thirty
cities throughout_ the country show-
ing the population, tax rate, manner
and time of assessing, and whether
or not 'they own their water and
light plants'. The figures should be
•atudied by every citizen of Paducah,
until be becomes familiar with them.
The article should be cut out and
preserved for future reference. These
otfi ures have all been obtained since
first of the year and from the
mayors of the cities named. Special
blanks were sent out and the result
is but the opening chapter to a cam-
paign of education that is to be in-
augurated inaikis city for such re-
forms as over one thousand citizens
have already signified their intention
to assist in bringing 'about. Statis-
tics will be obtained showing the
experience of cities with municipal
coer,aliiP.,ell eltettk -Plants and wa-
ece works, and when the figures are
compiled into an intelligent form,
the result will be aseoniShing to the
man who has not studied the ques-
tion.
In the Cottrier-Journal of last Sun-
fday wa-,. an article from an expert
electrical engineer, and he covered
every possible - expense connected
with the operation of' a plant from
its very erection to the light in a
consumer's house, covering every
item of production and dilivery, and
the declares;.41Asint*Ling that the ari-
se+ ha-a contiintOusoutptrt of one-
half of its fiiii caPacity, which
ought to be the minimum of average
power house work for the day, the
cost psi" kilowatt generation would
not exceed one cent, even if 'we in-
cluded a franchite or municiptl tax
of $2,000 per annum. When, we
consider further, that the consumers
oi Louisville are paying mean rates
of fourteen cents per kilowatt for
electric lighting and four cents per
kilowatt for 'electric power, we get
some notion of the enormous profits
in this business when it hae a fairly
well established patronage."
In Paducah the taapayers pay $12,-
coo per annum for fire plugs alone,
a sum equivalent' to 4 per cent on
$300,000, or enough 'to build a plant
of their own to say nothing of the
profits on water to consumers.
Paducah is a growing city and un-
lees the people demand and insist
that steps be taken to put this city
in the ranks with progressive eitiet
and own certain *public utilities, ale'
. future generations, will be called
'upon to 101Y millions of dollars .inan
refits to private corporations.
diundreds-' of- eititens are- orr
ni. as statipg that a denicieraticl.
I-11 was tried for years and
wanting-a change was made,ds,
lo now the eyes of .the "Public
he rep an general coun-
fact in -a jiffy.
In the tiest place the cost to the
city last year per street light was
$63.. The tiaction company offers
to make to tff„year contract at $6s
per light, shut down the city's plant,
but use the city's wires, poles and
Present 'lamps. If this wae all, the
city would be paying more per light
than it did lest year, for in addition
to paying the company oulyonedollar
less per light, the city also`furnishes
the poles, wires- and lamps in which
the 'city has some thousands of dol-
lars invested. But that is not all;
the company proposes to lease the
city's plant and- of course would
Shut it down. 'In less than ten years
it would rued so that it would only
be good for strap iron. Estimating
that the city has 440s000 invested in
the plant, poles, wires and lights,
which would be a total loss in ten
years, that item must be added to
the price to be paid the traction
company. Basing the distribution on
zoo lights it means $4,000 pee year
or. $2o per lamp added to the $62' to
be paid the company:mfaking $82 per
lainp against ,$63 'per lamp with the
city- operating its own. plant. In
round- -numbers to accept the propo-
sition the city would list increase Ms
expense $4o,000 in the ten years.
What , Paducah really needs _is to
put its plant in fiest-class condition
by discarding sods machinery as has
ote
passed the limit...04 utV..,fulness and
replace it with substantial and up-
to-date generators, pursuing the pol-
icy of private firms and corporations.
When thus equipped it will be in a
position- to supply first-class service
at a minimum cost, and. to expand
whenever the occasion requires.
Ten Per Cent Broadway Investment.
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
business building between First and
Second street, lot 18x65, that will pay
permanently to per cent net on the
investment. Nothing better in Pa-
ducah than ?this for a safe business
building investment.
Whittemore Real estate Agency,
FraOrnity building. Both phones 833
TRAGIC ACT
(Continued from First Page.)
14 the troupe. After sitting there a
fell moments, the suicidal idea over-
come discretion in -his inflammed and
apparently irresponsible mind, and
jerking his long blaldled knife, from his
pocket, be* opened same and com-
menced gashing himself on the
throat. P'artiee ,sitting beside bim
had noticed his intoxicate41 condition,
and immediately "surmising 'his in-
tention, they rushed up and over-
powered the. *operate young man
from whose gasted throat blood
commenced spurting. The sudden
corrersotion upstairs threw the theatre
into a state of excitement and all
directed their minute attention to 'the
gallery, trying from -below to ascer-
tain what was the trote,le above. The
players, upon the stage brought
things to a staredletill amid the ex-
citement -while others from the gal-
lery rushed out after the police, while
Taylor was being held by those
overpowering 'him. Patrolmen 'John-
son ,and Hessian were at The Palmer
making their rounds, and hurrying
to the theatre on being infortined of
the tragic and unprecedented in-
cident, hastened upstairs where they
took charge of the young man. He
led away and taken to the City
Ha where he now langeriehes in a
ure cell, to prevent any repetition
of the horrible act, as -he has been
relieved of his kiiife and every other
thing he could possible utilize in try-
ing to carry out his violent and
twice-thwarted desire. He pro-
claimed 'all the way to prison that
they may as well let 'him alone, as
be intended killing -himself, no mat-
ter what came.
After the exciting incident was over
and the audience subsided, the players
proceeded with. their production
Whicih was carried through to a fin-
iSth -wit-hoist further interruption.
NOT A WOMAN NOR
CHILD IS SAVED.
Death List 'of I/I-Fated Valencia Now
One Hundred and Nineteen.
Victoria, B. C., Jan. 26.-The
wrecked Valencia now ACC submerg-




A list of questidns bearing on mu-
nicipal statistics was sent to various
cities in Kentucky and nearby states
by a Pad4ahate and thus far a midi-
her of ?replies as printed below have
been received. The guestions asked
were, estimated population in 1905;
city tax rate Ism; -state and county
tax rate 190,5; per cent. of actual
cash value assessed; is assessment
antrualty 'Or biennially, or every four
years; does city own, its water
works and- electric light Ian-
. The answers received t s
as follows: .
Pittsburg, Pa.; Pop. 380,000; City
tax, 13 mills; county tax, only 1.9
mills; assessment, business full,
rusale_44,-agricultural, 1/2; assessed
biennially; owns water works.
Terre Haute, led.; - Pop. '55,6°6;
city tax $1; state, county and schools
$1.76; assessed at supposed *clued
cash value, bet really at so per c'elet.'
to 75 percelki. Total values $25457,-
58o; total revenue, $355,034-95; al-
sessed every four years. Do not
own water works or light plant-
-Private companies own' then! and
hold us up."
New Albany, Ind.; Pop. 25,000;
city tax $1.25; state and county tax
St .31; assessment 6o per cent of cash
value; assessed annually. 1)* nnt
own water and light plants.
Evansville, Ind.; Pop. 7o,000; city
tax $1.14; state and county tax $1.72;
assessment 75 per cent, assessed an-
nually; own both water and light
plants.
Logan9port, Ind.; Pop. ao,00te; city
tax $1.22; state tax and county tax,
$1.44; assiessinent 6o per cent; as-
sessed every four years; own both
water and light plants.
Indianapolis, Ind.; Pop. 225.000:,
city tax 8m cents; state and county 1
tax 41 cents; assessment 89 per
cent; assessed every four years;
does not own- water or light plant.
South Bend, Ind.; Pop. 52,000;
city tax $1.25; state and county tax
$1.30; assessment so per cent; as-
sessed annually; owns water works.
Springfield, Ill.; Pop. 6o,000; city,
county and state $7.40; (Note-as-
sesament is one-fifth of value. If
assessed as in Paducah and McCrack-
en county 'rate would be $1.85 for all
purports.) assessed annually; owns
water 'works.
Peoria, Ill.; Pop. 8o,000; city tax
$2.44; state tax 50 cents, county tax
75 cents; (Note-This on an, assess-
ment of one-fifth cash, valuation-or
if assessed at 8o per cent of value
the rate for city, county and state
conibinel would only be 92 cents.)As-
eessed real estate every fourspears,
personalty every year. Do re0t? own
water and light plants.
Kalamazoo, Mich. 4? Pop.
are
35.000,
city tax $1.00; state and county.
44 cents; scliool 75 cents; assessment
50 to 6o per cent; assessed anktrally.:
own water works, electric plant and
cemetery.
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Pop. los.-
000; city tax 78 cents; stet* and coon
ty tax 81 cents; assessment' 85 pc;
cent. Owns both eater fnd elec-
tric plants. \E
Springfield. Mo.; Pop. 32,000; ?city
tax go cents; slate and county tax
$1.75-, assessment one-third to one-
half value; assessed- biennially; do
not own Water -and light plants.
"Wish .we cbd."
St. Louis, Mo.; Pop. ‘67o,000; city
tax $1.47; -school 55 cents; county
tax 17 cents; assessetnent 70 per
cent; assessed annually; owns water
plant and 'electric plant for lighting
public buildings.
Covington, -1(y.; Pop. sossoo; city
tax $z .75; state and county tax 8o
cents; assessment 8o per cent; as-
seseed every four years.. -Owns
water works.
'Lexington, Ky.; Pop. 32,000; city
tax $1.70; state and county tax 99
cents; assessment 6o per cent; as-
sessed every four years. Do not own
water and- light plants.
Owensboro, Ky.; Pop. 2ta,e0o; city
tax $2.00; state and county tax $i;
assessment 85 per cent; asseeeed an-
nually; own light plant and water
works under construction.
• Henderson, Ky.; Pop. 15,00e; city
-tax $1.65; state and county so cents
each; assessment 80 per cent; own
water, gas and electric plants.
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Pop. 45no0;
city tax $1.45; state and county tax
$1.55; assessment so per cent; as-
sessed realty biennially, perisanalty
annually. Do not own water and
light plants.
Jackson, ten n ; Pop. 8,000; city
tax $1.70; state and county tax
$1.29; assessment so per cent; as-
sessed bienedially-onpual chanis s.
Own -both water and light plants.
Atlanta, Ga.; Pop. 125,000; city
tax $1.50; -state and county tax' gg
cents; assessment so to 75 per cent;
assessed annually; owns water plant.
Macon, Ga.; Pop. 32,000; city tax
$1,25; county and state tax $1.30;
assel.,ment 75 per cent. Do not
own water and light plants.
Birmingham, Ala.; Pop. 75,000;
city tax $1.00; state and county. tax
$1.35: assessment 25 per cent; as-
sessed annually, raises biennially. Do
not own water or light plants.
Ala,; Pop. 65,o0o; city tax
6o cents; state and county tax $1.25;
asses-ow:tit 25 or 30 per cent; as-
leveed annual'y. Own water works.
Montgomery, Ala.; Pop. 4.000;
city tax $1.12; state and county tax
$1.2o; assessment 6o per cent . Own
water works.
Jackson, Miss . ; Pop. 23,500: city
tax 78 mills; state and county tax 9
mills; assessment 75 per <entIn
city and one-third county; assess city
annually; county every four years.
Do not own water works but have
*sued $250,000 in, bonds and have
pans and specifications underway.
'Richmond, Va.; Pop. 90,000: city
tax $1.40; state tax 35 cents; county
tax 4o cents wit paid in city; as-
sessment 75 per cent. Owlet water
and gas plants.
Hartford, Conn.; Pop. 93.00e; city
tax $1.8o; not state tax, county tax
2.1/3 Cents; assessment 75 per cent.
Own water plant. ,
Little Rock, Ark.; 6o,tsito; city tax
;Lice ssite and county tax $1.40:
assessment 4o per tent, Do not
own water and light plants.
Minneapolis, Minn.; P'e9p. 2:r22300.
city tax $2.17; state an county tax
62 cents; assessment too per cent.
Owne water works.
mast stands above the water, and
the fleet of steamers and tugs have
(May been turning their attention to
patroling the vicinity in the 'hope of
finding.ledats, rafts or wreckage still
thought to be afloat with survivors,
though the chances
Of the total company of 154, but
thirtietbree have been definitely ac-
counted for, and three Men are be-
lieved to be the only survivors.
These were seen on short by the
whaling vessel Orion, near the wreck.
Six survivors were taken on the Sai-
vur, nine (etcamped at liarling creek,
a telegraph hut, and eighteen othOns
were picked up by the City of To-
peka. --
With the three seCn from the
Orion, near the wreck, added to the,
survivors, the total is thirty-six,
leaving a death list of 119 pereoress.
Notice to Farmers.
All farmers who in-tend to -raise
tomatoes for the Paducafh Packing
company should call at the factory
on January 30 or 31.
-Mrs. Turner Anderson ie , con-
fined at her home on Clark -street
near Third with an attacka4 acute
Mr. John Nance and wife, of
Nashville, Tenn.., are visiting the
latter's niece, WS." McGarriga,,,1
Mrs. Fannie Allard returned Yes-
terday front viaitiest in- Carrsville,
Ky.
A war between two Chinese so
cietie9 in New York resulted irr two
of the 'belligerents being killed and
several others being badly injured.
Sound Constitutional Views.
(Envinence Constitutionalist.
We leyve the man with the roses
on his tenger, the man vrho,ssees the
.b°3441411144617•4111kaanlatitme 41i*
bright eyes; *hes novices your shabby
coat, but praises your ettelious
habit4; tire man who sees all faults„
beat whose tongue is quick bo praise
and elow to blame. Wle like to meet
a man whose smile will light up
dreariness, whose voice is WI of
• f
birds, whese hendshake is an in-
spieation and his "God ideSs you'. a
benediction. Ile makes ,tes forget our
trembles as the raven's dietna croak
is forgotten when the wood thrush
sings. God bless the man of cheer
There is plenty of trouble here, and
we need not increase it. Thtre is a
lot of dying done ahead of time.
BIG SPECIALS
..FOR SATURDAY, JANUARY 27.;
Elgin Creamery /inner, •
pound packages
4 ths. for 25C Coffee and

















3 packages Mince Meat
for   250
Sweet Oranges, dozen-
25, 20, 150
2 packages Oat Meal
for 










Old Phone x z 7g 333 B'way




• & Coffee Co.
333 B'dway Old Phone 1179










203-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.,
MicOltesney, aged eighty
years, of Lexington Ky., fell on the
ice and broke his leg ?while on a visit
to his son, William, McChesney, Jr„
in St. Louis.'
A *borer Nes burned to death in
a fire whicth destroyed a cotton coin-
press at Norfolk, Va. The property,
loss is $too,00n.
 ANN
We Otter $50 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH Eiji. AIRED BY U11-..
THAT DID NOT. PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY
We make this offer not only to insure t4lat we are, not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watelersahiers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Paths-
cab. '44111 111111 1.
•We also sell Elgin of Waltham Watches with eo year case for $zo.
Credit to those who went it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MANZI( ,licIFFUNDICD.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAIN.
Repairing Department
We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work.
promptnese, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy,
competition. We make a specialty in impairing Fine French Clocks,.
and Engliah Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at Short notice and, short
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giv;re von full market value for same, which ; about the same as
giving you New Goods for-Vld Goods.
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 DAYS ONLY
Watches cleaned and examined osc up Watch Hands toe up
New Mainspring, best quality ......75c up Watch Glasses toe up
New Case or Hairspring 75c up Watch Keys  Sc
New Jewels, whole or cover soc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch and Jewelry repairing in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. H4gbef4 price paid for Old Gold and
Silver.
A. POLLOCK
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE )113-R Ciso BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to those who need it •




THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON WE
HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
WHAT YOU WANT OTHER CUSOMERS
SAY THEY SAVE MONEY BY DEALING
WITH US.
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU"
All We ask is the Chance
AZ.14E/4..f**.t.froMMIFArilAttr..fte;....M
IMPORTANT ri
It is poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.
















Biggest Stock  Satisfaction *granted Loud -Prices
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The PaducahFurnitureManufacturing Co.PHONESBOTH „ 
NEGRO STABBED
JIM PORTER CUT SPAL HOCrAN
/ AT SECOND AND KEN-
TUCKY.
1 James Doolin and Charles Grosshart
Charged With Fighting—Wet-Ile
Dog Recovered
Yesterday afternoon about 5
("clock Samuel. Hogg, colored, was
cut by James 'Parterre eolored, it
Second and Kentucky avenue,' *fettle
ruination of a, quarrel they had about
Hogan not carrying the other along
on a tow boat to carry ties Hogan
being the "bogs" of the tie carriers
for his craft.
Porter cut hem once in the. *boulder
and once directly beneath the nabel,
in the stomach, bin neither wound
is dangerous. They were' sewed up
by Dr. Jeff Robertson where Hogan
was carried. by Officer William John-
son.
Porter got away and has not yet
been captured by the authorities weer)
• I are kinking for him.
Breach of Peace.
James Doolin and Charles Gross-
hart were yesterday arrested by
Officers Johnson and Hessian on the
charge of engaeing in a fight.
Recovered Dog.
Yesterday morning Detective
Moore returned irons Mhyfield, where
he went on loftiness. Wesik there he
learned that the tsig Ma. Ben Weille
lost last Mbiy was on she Sam Carrico
farm. and going out triter it brought
the canine bete to its rightfut7owner.
The dow.aras seolen lase-May be a
carnival company attache and leaped
from the train while passing through
the Carrico farm doyen-- in Grave.•
county. Mr. Carrico's farm hand
found the dog on the place and




PUT UP FACTORY IM-
MEDIATELY.
while Mr. A. J. Decker Will • have
charge of the office `for the cereal
eeftleattY. Mr. 'Shepherd will super-
vise the manufacturing part of the
celnieern, being are expert in that line.
He came here some weeks since and
perteeting organization of the com-
pany went back to Pittsburg, but is
Ilene to stay now, having brought his
fasuy., It is expected to work about
so men when the plant first starts off.
Company.
'Wlerd yesterday horn Phoenix,
Arizona, was that there had been
lodged there the articles of incorpor-
ation Paducahans sent) out a week or
two ago for the Paducah Bullfrog
Mining company, that capitalizes at
$t,000,000, and has a $25,000 fund to
develop the Ito SleTeS of land they
welted in the gold section el Ball-.
frog district, Nev. The company
can incorporate much cheaper under
Arizona laws than any other state.
Yesterday here the etoeldhoilders
elected the directors of °barks E.
Graham, Frank L. Scott R. E. Ash-
biro*, George Goodman, Samuel I.
Levy and Henry Arenz. The officers
chosen 'vere Frank Scott, president,
George/H. Goodman, vice president
and R. Edward AshbrOok, secretary
and treasurer.
Mr. Aohbrook goes out to suprvise
work of developing the land that he




COMMISSIONERS DO .NOT IN-
TEND CUTTING IT THEM-
SELVES.
sin Before Legislature to Compel
Second Class Cities na Have
30 Officers.
Metniber John Bonds, of the police
commissioners, yesterday said they
would not take any action at their
meeting the setond Monday of Feb-
ruary looking towards cutting down
the number of patrolmen employed
now by the city, as the board had
no right to reduce the firite; that t
newilser • of men op the department
is stipulated by ordinance and the
eonanievieners had no right to inter-
The atriount of money appropriated
for the police elepartmentefue .190e i4
abut enough to pay present runnierMr. Shepherd Returns to Start Cereal of Into jes, tea wiloat4a, service. or a
Plant—Mining Company Peeper-
reduced number of men, taking offing Pot Ilisiness. about three, itir A evil twelve months.
hue legiseative boards have said
The feidiscali emote- Mannfacturing
company...has been organized here for
the purpose of manufacturing all
character, of vehicles' and handling
goods spa by leaf herworking estab-
e helmets. The company \ filed ar-
il ticks. of incorporation • yesterday111Kiening with the county clerk. cape
/ tali:trig at $to,000, the stock dividedinto ehares of $too each, and sub-
scribed for as foes-Imes; John G. Reit-
kopf, Ge shares; ifitibre Estells Reh-
kopf, 20 shares alt) J. Earl' Walters,
20 shares. Mr. Rehikopf will be presi-
dent, hie wife vice prevident and Jet.
Walters secretary a•nd treasnmer.
The company now has a deal on
they would not adopt ordinances or-
dering the force cut dberet an the ex-
pense would come within the appro-
priation for this year, while from
espreasionw it locks as if the com-
nvis-iont-rs will continue wirking the
present number of men throughout
the ensuing twelve months, and let
the patrolmen sue the city and com-
pel payment of the salary for the
entire period, on Matter if the ap
propriation is exhausted* before the
year is up.
It tmgay be that instead of men hav-
ing to he' taken off the force that
an increase will have to be made, as
the municipaktiee convniittee of the
state legislature at Frankfort has ap-
for certain property in which to start proved a 'bile that wile be presented
their factory that will manufacture , for enactment into a law, stipulating
everything connected with the buggy, that second °lass 66(.5 tritt$t have at
harneoee sodaery and leather eine. • let thirty patrolmen continually. in
They expect to cline the negotiations thee-service, exclusive of the chief,for the building shortly, and install captain and lieutenant. This will givetherein their machinery and outfit for about wren or eight more men tothe concern that will be increased' in the *scat force-, as there are ten mencapacitiy as the business tlemands. to the watch, two Watalleg. which
4 1 makes twenty patrolmen, then aThe Jotin G. Rtilliropi TtagnzY rotn-  chief, captain and lieutenant, thatpatty, which ishiggvned by Mr. Rob- ereakee three more, or 23, and tiwn
bog, is in noiveya connected with the the two detectives, making a total ofnew concern, but it will handle' in as. The Frankfort telegraphic dis-
reeler form the vehicles and goods patches said yesterday the legislativeturned out by the lettere manufactur- committee sinetionedl the bill, whichins company, had good prowpects of being adopted.
. Even if this bill? does not pass, one
Preparing to Start.' official yesserday said the present
Mr. J. J. Sephard, of Pittsburg, number would he continued on thePa., has nettarved here with liris fain- force' throughout the year, and thenily. and is now preparing to start the city be sued for the salary notThe OW Kentucky Cereal company,' forthcoming, as they had able legalwhich fre-organiasd ..whiAr a adnice .to the effect that the presentmonth or two ale°, at ' time force could' not he reduced. inaenntehre local capitalists enerser2ed to $25,000 as the commisetoners ,electeil for ante Worth of bond+ 411F eh atm**. that entire year.,
imanufactute nude flake, grits,1
hominy, feed-stuffs,' ctee e f 
' 
,t41611,01eUTION NOTICE., ;The. company has prociired the Mc-. ...ftet,sissal Agreement, we have
Kinnie Veneer and Package compane this dety dieectlihedi partnership in theplanek of Mechanicsburg it'sk buse t eeeeeley basinces, Mk. R. le Warrenness in, • the itawmill now in that retiring kern ,tbe•firim The firmpewit beipg moved a littlic:futilher up' Valk* Wareeid Ate Warren wife hein the yardte to eretke room for the as heretofore, ape the senior get rn_
cereal concern that Will eject adde her, me, WI, N. Warren, will eortenue
1„44 s • - # # started 0 h business. All ntrties5'64 't-
16
to completion within the
next month. if possible. NTr. r. P.
McKinney. the Pittilititg map own-
ing the 'veneer and peck company,
Is. interestediii the sw- tolteetn,
threugh counts in his hands
also the indebtedness of the firm Well






SUPT. LIEB MAKES THI
ROUGH ESTIMATE OF
RESULT
Mrs. Kate Stuart Secured to Fill
Miss Anderson's Place—Miss
Singleton Resumes.
Supt. Lieb, of the public edhools,
yesterday roughly estimated that at
least 2,700 promotions had resulted
from this week's semi-annual exam-
inations, which mean* that this num-
ber of schatart step forward one di-
vision in the same grade, or from.
the last division of one class to the
first division of the next highest.
This number of promotions shows
that the work accomplished during
the last half of the school term is of
a most excqllent character, as the
result evidevies close application- by
the children and retentive memory..
About sixty-three children were!
promoted from the .B division, of the'
eighth grade to the A division, and gememeggimmiimemeemegimemeg
from the A division forty-one weer
promoted to the ninth grade, which •
ia the first class in the high school.
These semi-annual tests affect only ,
echolars up to the tenth grade and
no higher, as the examinations were
started only two years ago and have
not existed long enough to affeot
the higher studies. Yesterday after-
noon the pupils all came to school
at 3 o'clock and were presented their
monthly reports whereon notation
was made showing whether they
were promoted or not. There were
comparatively few demotions, and
the superintendent, principals and
teachers are aH more than well
pleased with the advancements made
by the children, as their promotions
evidence the excellent and progres-
sive training the students have re-
ceived from those in charge of them.
Supt. Lieb yesterday said that the
proinotioos and changing about
necessitate considerable shifting next
Monday morning when the childie
come back In some instancl'
nearly all pupils in one room tiav,.
been promoted Co the neet highei
room and naturally this makes the
pupils of the higher tooth too many
to be accommodated in one room.
This will necessitate a disision of the
classes and shifting about of the
scholars in order that' ase room will
bck crowded. Where the promotion.
ever-erowd rooms- pert of the pupils
will be played iii swither querter and
linage divided around again like they
ihave to be done at commencement
01 school during September.
Probabilities arc that a number of
new scholars will be started in the
firet grade to get the benefit ol the
hat half of the eeseion.
DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY
TO TRY' OUR,,
• SHOES




Phone 675. O9 Broadway.
New Teacher.
Yesterday morning /Supt. Lieb
arid the proper committee secured
the services of Mrs. 'Kate apart to
take charge of 'the third grade of the
Washington schoce building because
the former teacher, Miess Clara An-
derton, has resigne& her place and
gone to St. Louis et remain bntil
she recovers from severe throat aii-
tiretion that has bother/4i her teeny
monehlte • witricv
Mrs. Stuart for several years has
been conducting a kindergarten
school or, North Seventh street and
is quite an able and patient instruc-
tor whose services will be most val-
eable for the new work. Sihe will
give up her kindergarten altogether,
as the rpublic school place demands




24,1iiiss Lizzie Singleton expects to
return to her public school teaching
next Monday after being confined
for two months as the result of ill
;health.
House at $sso.
New 3-room Salem avenue house,
2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
for $7 per month. Pays is per cent.
Whittemore Real estate Agent":
Fraternity building. Both phones R35.
claim3/4 Notioe.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will be barred, according to law.




Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
thp skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right bfood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped akin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,








Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.




& Jackson Sts. phone asj




/f you want your etothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line al samples for tints
in the def. Nolte made to order.
Or. Childress
- EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.




WANTED—For U. S. Army; BOTTLE BEER
able-bodied unmarried men between Sold at
'eetelMeelerelltetrellintie _Amp* -motUnited grates, of good cetareeter and , Palmer House Bar.temperate habits, who can speak, read L. A. Limomarsinoand write English. For information •
t
 -42/<
apply to Recruiting offices, New subacribe for the tipAy Register,Richipoppd lipase, Fedi:cab, Ky.
.4••••
Books sua"Y 1 50 t 50cS ld at . . . • * i 
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OFTHE PLAY, ETC AT 5oc •
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATEPRICE




at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100.- /
The Vicf-r for $22.00
IE A BEAUT REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUT
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES APE:
7iinch, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THILI
FACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCIIEAFED SO RAP-
IDLY I HAVE ILeD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-
PLAY THIS LINE
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WLPH YOUR TVOUBLIeS WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE 'YOU ALL INFOIMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFO:.MATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T 13E7 A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT 0? NreEDLES—
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER. MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM TM: PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPEN
FRQM r P M. TO g P. M
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILE3ERTO




We Write Anything in Inatiru.nee















Gumption is so rare that any book
on the subject should be rare reading,
and so it is. Would we 'had more of
it and of them. It makes the ma-re
go even more than money, for gunips
tion brings money, and that makes
her go, anyway. It is merely con-s-
ill/011 sense, of course, but that is
uncommon sense, after all. So it is
good to read of men with gomptioft,
and Mr. Nathaniel C. Fowler tins de-
scribed quite a few of them in his
delightful novel', tel1ng of quite a few
PIMPS beside. As a bait, he starts
out with a character sketch of the
otchstyle country doctor so chock-
ful of gumption that it just simply
oozes out at every pose. "Day by
day he pileerinnaged to the outlying
towns using as he wene—andselid
it all with castor oil. Babies didn't
cry for castoria in those days—and
don't yet. After being hooked good
and fast by the first chapter, a phy-
sician is compelled to swallow the
whole book; he can't get away from
it. The young physician just starting
out ought to know a little more than
be learns in his lectures. If he has
gumption he will learn it, anyhow.
but the chances are he hasn't got it
and should read "Gumption" -to
learn that in dealing with Fick nen
the personal equation of the
is the thing to study. It is really as
important to know "what kinel
man the disease has got as to know
what kind of disease the man has
got," so that what seems to be
trickery is [merely •wining confidence.
upon which many an invalid starts to
recover at onee. Its the kiss on the
baby's bruise-h-satisfying and cure
tive. After all, most of us only want
a little sympathy when we arc sick.
and, like big babies, we pine if we
don't get it. Patients pay. well. .for _
of this couna.y. It is the opinion of
the best it formed students of all
the conditions of living here that
there is corsfortable room for at
least two or three /times the Present
population of the United States.
•••••
Creative Genius of Women.
(WaThington Star.)
It is not true that woman lacks
creative gentlis. In fact, the invent-
ive talent is riarked in woman, There
is usually something original in ber
makeup.. The rude masculine ob-
server who makes the charge that
woman is deihetive in creativeness is
wrong. He 'has noted that when one
woman begin. to wear a certain or
uccertain ste. 'e of hat every other
woman' inust c the same shape,
be it shape' , shapeless. 11\!. has
sleseeveds—tiest- when one woman
switches the fellness of her sleeve
from the elbow to the shoulder or
back again from the shoulder to the
elbow every other woman must do
the eame . He has observed that
when one woman desigiss to Iiitke a
cake She insists on borrowing the
neighbor's recipe, though this argues
more for womares reverence for pre,
ceiltert than for her lack of original-
ity. The observer has also noted
that the first woman got off the firct
Frreet car backward and tlhat ever




The British elections are arousing
a great deal of interest in America
and. althouelh the results are neces
sarily iticomplete, one may safely
draw some conclusions, which later
returns will sercely modify mater-
ially.
will he conceded by all
l ite and private .to .his heart's vim;tent., the most obnoxious and terrifying
i As a matter of fact socialism, in
F sense of woril, has. no 'hold in Eng-
land compared to what it 'has in Ger-
many or even ,in this country. But, on
the other hand, the labor unions ate
all-powerful, and, - consequently
though we do not believe that social-
ism and communism are the gainers
we ace satisfied that the labor unions
will see to it that legislation is sec%
as they favor. Municipal ownership
is not only more general ija Great
Britain than in America, but more
generally a success; and we may rea-
sonably look for it to receive very
marked encouragement int the new
parliament. But a socialist spectre
is not even remotely in view. Social
betterment and a more intelligeot ap-
preciation of the point of vierw of the
"workingman" these have come to
stay.
One word more, Mr. Chamberlain
will be to eppasition, encouraged by
a personal victory in Birmingham.
And with Mr. Chamberlain as leader
of the opposition, one may be cer-
tain that it will be aggressive and
have plenty of backbone.
e* Senator Burton.
. (Nashville Banner.)
The pitiful situation of Senator
Burton of Kansas was illustrated the
other day When ire was compelled to
resort io a queer subterfuge to draw
his mileage. The senator, as is well
known, is under conviction on a crim-
inal charge, and is 'constrained to
keep out of the senate chamber. But,
although, presumably, he draws his
salary as senator regularly, he found
himself in need of money, and
wanted to draw his mileage, which
amounts to a considkrable sum. In
drawing mileage, however, it is neces-
sary that an official of the senate
make oath that the member applying
for mileage appeared) in the senate
chamber. Burton appeared in ' the
cloak-room and called for an official,
who asked to step into the chamber,
but this the senator declined to do.
The employe, however, induced him
to come near the senate door so that
officials within could see him, and
place of Ithie repubilisante Mast pre-
tended to 'bald the electip,tel, This •
went on all covet Louisville, and it
goes on all the time. There 'never
a fair election in that city and there
never will be until it is made impos-
sible to stuff ballot boxes, to remove
She election from its appointed place
and to compel those who have been
appointed as officers to serve.
These things are provided for in
the 'bill offered by the Louisville „Bar
association, and that bill should be
passed.
Getting Away From Poverty.
(Success.)
The struggle :to get away from
poverty has been a great man-de-
veloper. Had every human being
•been barn wit bei silver POOD in his
mouth—shad there been no necessity
put upon him to work-hthe race
would still be in its infancy. Civiliza
tion owe, more to the perpetual *trier
gle of man to get away from poverty
than to anything else. It is not pov-
erty itself, btg the effort to get away
from it that makes the man. We are
so constituted that we make our
greatest efforts and do our best work
while struggi'mg to attain 'that
the heart l6ngs for. Power is the re-
sult of force overcome. The giant is
made strong in wrestling with diffi-
culties., It lis impassible for one
who does not have to struggle and to
tight obstacles to develop fiber on
stamina. "To live without trial is
to die but halt a man."
Our Foreign Policy.
(Nashville Banner.)
Senator Spooner, who recently
made indirect but nevertheless strong
criticism of some of the president's
measures of domestic concern, took
the floor as an administration champ-
ion rester-illy in the matter of foreign
policy. This policy seems to furnish
a line on which the old party divi-
sions are distinctly drawn. The
Democrats- appear in the °id atti-
tude of strict constructionists and
preservers of the traditions of the
fathers, an attitude consistent with
the history of the .party and one
which can be strongly maintained.
The president is accused of over-
SCENE FROM "THE 'HOLY CITY" AT THE KENTUCKY THIS AFTERNOON MATINEE AND TONIGHT.
it, and the successful doctor dise
penises it .witf his drug's, while the
beamed fool, who hasn't any eym-
pithy to spare, is a flat failure,
though his treatment in other ways
may be therapeutic perfection.
Sympathetic.
(Harper's Weekly.) ,
Among our circle of friends there
was a very warm supporter of the
S. P. C. A., who, though earnest
and sincere, sometimes bored by
overzeal. We set trap to lead her
into an admission of the evill its an-
imal nature, but she always man-
aged to make out a good case for her
durisb friends. One day we felt that
we at last had a case in which ehe
could have no poetible sympathy for
the animal. It was a dreadful story,
published in a newspaper, of a ibaby
who had been literally eaten alive by
a large and ferocious cat. We gave
her the clipping and watched with
satisfaction the tears gather in her
eyes as she read: "We've got her
now," • we murmured, triumphantly.
Finally she looked up and we all
held our breath to listen to her row
mint. She spoke in heart-broken
tones. "Think,' she said; last
think how hungry the poor cat must
have' been!"
No Excuse for Pessimism.
Boston Globe.)
In what James J. Hill, the great
railroad man, has had to say re-
cently about the fortunes of this
country there is an echo of Lord
Marattlay'e fansoue omen. Mr. Hill
asks, "Where are the emigrants rush-
ing to our shores to end up?" and
answers, "Not on the land. We,
have no more to offer 'them. They
most crowd into the cities." Lord
Macaulay said that the r•al test of
American inatitutione would come
C;e11Z;hiptila
countr
ysopect as . Asbe:
matter of fart, Lord Macualay 'had
11' no reason and James J. Hill 'has
hardly more reason to indulke in




students of English polItfics that the
victory of the liberals is, in effect,
the victory of the British working-
man, who, with one stride, has risen
irom a direct representation of seven
members to nearly ten times that
share in the commons. Labor..has
justified the contention made by
John Burns fifteen years ago that
lcirstinized itolitical action kin the
rart of the working dame.% will fin-
aHy create a party which all others
'Ail have reason to respect and some
others will 'have reason to fear."
The respectand the admiration for
so successful an organization have
been granted with every indication of
svillingnees; Britons always applaud
a good fighter, and the workingman
hse Shown "hat he can fight with his
head as well, if not better, than he
can with his fists. But fear, that is
quite another matter; and how far the
element of fear of the labor repre-
sentatives is henceforward to affect
the calculations, of their colleagues i
a nice question.
Some people apprehe• nd an attack
e4 right$others foreshadow
socialism and coniTunism and warn
us to beware of German social de-
mocracy. Surely this is to call up
spooks and spectres where none ex-
ist. A German social democrat -is a
very mild-mannered gentleman, in-
clined to Utopian day-dreams, not
particularly practical and neither rev-
olotionary nor an anarchist. Prob-
ably the call; himself a Free-Thinker,
certainly he 'hat more than a pelite
doubt as to the divine rights of kings
and, ever and anon, he may print
some sarcastic reference to "Busting
Billy" which the kaiser, with a plenti-
ful lack of tact, at once translates
into lese-majestes. Triert our en-
thusiast goes to jail and is wellcomed
as a hero and a martyr. In Great
Britain he would be less of a vision-
ary, hut in no danger from the po-
lice; if the seventh fhlward is not to
his liking, no one will lose any sleep
on that account; if the house otior4s..
excite his ire, Ire may say so in pub-
est in every line, and nothing short
of what it proposes would be fair or
'honest. The recent election in .Lottis
vine ,has shown the power of the
criminate. Who have been. running
things in tilikt city. A ',allot box was
opened ther7 and even ,the Courier-
Journal and Times had to admit the
evidence of astou.ndling corruption
thessight exposed. A candidate
who received its votes in the pre-
cinct had all of those votes stolen
ham him except ten, the .stolen
votes were then given 'to his op-
ponent. The proof of the theft was
absolute, and it was worked by the
democratic officers, who . moved the
voting place without notice to their
Srektihhean_associatets appointeci_othe
this sight of him was assumed to be
sufficient to justify the making out of '
the proper certificate.
This was a very, humiliating posi-
tion for a United State, senate, arid
the incident reflects no credit on the
man who would resort to such an
expedient to draw money to which he
was clearly not entitled. Mileage is
allowed to congressmen only for at-
tendance as members for service, and
it is evident that Burton did' not in
any proper sense attend the senate.
Amend the Election Law.
(Owensboro Inquirer)
The legislature at Frankfort shows
signs of being the best body of its
kind that has assembled! in the state
in several years. In several instances
it has shown a spirit of fairness and
consideration that leads to broad
hopes of its usefulness. It has dealt
with the contests before it in a-ju-
dicial spirit, dismissing some and set
thing others, while one or two capes rriodus vivendi concerning the
are 'held up for information, and not Alaskan boundary until that danger-
passed on, in tht blind partisan spirit ous question- could he settled be-
that usually governs in such matters. twee-sr the United State* and Great
It is to be hoped that it will radi Britain by arbi ration. But in the
cally amend the election laws on the matter of Santo Doorinero the part
lines proposed by the T,ouisville Bar taken by the United States was pure-
association. That body is made up of ly gratuitous. There was no con-
democrats and republicans, and thee flict there in which we were Orme&
bill it has prepared is fair and host- iately concerned and which could not
await settlement in the regular way.
The president undertook to collect
Santo i Donzingo's custom revenues
and par her foreign debts—to act as
a receiver for the bardcropt republic
in liquidation of its responsibilities.
He has justified the action on the
ground that it was necessary to pre-
vent European ipterference in Santo
Domingo affairs; but the senate hav-
ing failed to take a favorable view of
the proposition the president was
apparently disregardful of constitu-
tional restrains When he carrieS out
the plan 'by enteatts of a so-called
modulo vivendi. • "
As to participation hi the Algeciras
conference, that is purely an old
world."mix-uP" in minds it does not
Cr amocratic thieves, to take the behoove us _to purtlicipate. Lit4
good could' come from such participa-
tion, and it might bring grave in-
volvements. If it were a commercial
,cOnference only, the United, States
might be legitimately interested, but
its avowed purpose is to arrange, the
political adminietration of Moroccan
affairs. France, Germany and Great
Britain were engaged in a grave dis-
pute about Morays°, a dispute that
threatened war, and this conference
was intended to settle the dispute.
It was nothing in Which the United
States was in any respect anaterially
concerned. Thie country cannot logi-
cally participate in 'old world affairs
and then insist that Europe keep out
of the Western ifernispbere.
The Democrats have the proper
side of the question. Their position
is conservative and they stand where
the fathers stood, but in these re-
spects the president hes the undivided
support of this party, and the Demo-
cratic opposition wilt amount to little
more than a criticism of his coerce.-
But the criticism may have the effect
or arousing the nation to the danger
of eras:kcal departures from the con-
stituecitual chart by which the ship
of state has heretofore been sailing.
•••••
Ihribery of a Gallant Editor.
(South McAllister, I. T. News.)
The editor of this paper begs to
acknowledge receipt of the first bribe
of this editorial career. Some days
ago we made inquiries of one of ow
society young ladies concerning a
trews:item Ind eliMed the following
reployi "Yes, it's true; but plc-e-e-ase
don't print it in the paper. If you
will heave it out i'11 give you a nick-
el's worth of peanuts." We are not
passionately food of peanuts, but ga;
lantry is our long suit. So we omit-
ted to print the story. This morn-
ing a Senrgambian gentleman, pre-
ceded by about six inches of pleas-
ant smile, wafted, into the editorial
sanctum with a package under his
arm about the size of a week's wash-
ing. Peanuts! The whisk family will
be kept busy for a week eating up
the outward and visible manifesta-
tions of our ventlity. We begin to
appreciate the joys of being a hood-
ler.
Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crisp
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
HAVING LEASED OUR FOUN-
TAIN TO
BCH HAYS




riding the constitutional prorogative
of the senate in the anmngement
lie mode with Santo Domingo, and
of violating all precepts alid prece-
dents by unnecessarily entangling the
countsy with a European political
conference with Which we are in no
respect concerned.
What the president) really did in
Santo Domingo was to agree upon a
mod% vivendi with the existing got-
ermnent embodying substantially the
provisions of a proposed treaty on
which the senate had failed to act.
It looked very much like an evasion
of the senate's constitutional preroga-
tive and the assumption of a power
that the constitution denies the presi-
dent by a mere change of names—
calling the agreement a nrodus vi-
vendi instead of a treaty.
A modes vivendi arises properly
when some kind of temporary agree-
ment is necessary to prevent con-










WM practice in all courts 4
haciry
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-Mal
ti5toVes ar2c1
FzUrtrittine.
Bay anything and sell everything
az11-eao Court street. Old phone 1311
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in conneetioo..







Will bring pleasure re your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Than you'll








Queen & Crescent Routf
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louise'
'Idle at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danville, Icy., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. tn. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:4s g. fn., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louit
ville to St. Augustine, wittical%
Change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.,
nleart day. From Darivilie this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers, •
composite car, observation car. etc.,'
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man ,sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:4j
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection ,is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at





Good returning until May 31st, Are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa. •
For the "Land of the Sky," "Wig.,
ter Homes," rather handsomely Il-lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc..,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hutrgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky. G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. USA. W. C.,
Rineareon, G. P. A.. Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1111eols Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains clod- '
ble daily service, and operates the
best of train*, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Can and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, 4t.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louirrile .•
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Griming, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss.. Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orkane Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican 'de
coast resort having the new, fine
'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship mailings ings New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Aomori..
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or cell for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Vie New Orleans.
Havana. Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the now ocean
liner, twin-ecrew, nineteen knot
5. 1. Prince Arthur
leavingNew 
day at 4:00 p. m. and arriving
i Orleans evereWeiinelf
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
And Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
sputh to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at Nees_
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entirir
trips made in special private vesti-
u e trains of finest Pullmans, with -
dining car service. Fascinating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excurigh
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransieco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Soathern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tues
day from Cincinnati and Loniswille
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-ery Wednesday from Chicago.
Full Particulars concerning. all of,the above can be had of agents of:the Illinois Central and conneetin4hies or by addressing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
Louis-ville 
W. Harlow, D. P. A., e
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Memphis.
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.









































Flowers are her garden's eyeng
They watch for her alone
Within whoa* smile there lies
A beauty like her own;
Their fragrant lids they ope
In haste at morn to see
Her who Is all their hey*.
Bo fair is she!
S.,
Stars are her heaven's eye,—
They watch her while she steeps.
Lilies of paradise!
White pearls in azure deeps!
For her their glow and gleam
Throughput the tranquil night,
Bringing the lovely dream
Forir delight.n
Nor were nor stars are eyes
• Fot me. I follow one—
Her lover—shadow-wise.
Companion to the soul
Her eyes, both Sower and star.
In loveliness outshine;
Ilireora of Lev* they are.
Reflecting mine!
—Frank Dempster Sherman, ta Smart
Set.
By CHARLES BA.TTELL LOOMIS
( Author of "Cheerful Americans,” etc.)
(CorWlett. IPS. by 1•411Ph B. sewles.)
"Yes, sir, I'm going to Chicago an
business," said Binkersley to a rubur-
banite who had stopped In to buy a pair
of gloves. "It's quite an expense, but
my wife thinks I'll get it back In health.
Chicago Is quits a bustling city, so I've
always heard, and I may get ideas for
my business. Castor gloves? No, we're
all out of those just now. How would
YOU go to Chicago? What train?" '
"Why, there are a half dozen ways,"
said the suburbanite, who was a trav-
eling man. "Why don't you get • pass?"
"Me get • patter said the little store,
keeper. "No, air. I've always paid my
way."
"That's all right," said the traveling
man; "but you know these railroad cor-
porations are soulless affairs, and if you
can get a pass. I'd do it."
"Well, how do you do it? Don't you
Viva to be rich?"




actical joker and he saw that Binkers-
ley was already inoculated with "pass
fever." so he said:
"Rich? No. It all depends on the way
Ws -done. Let me concoct a letter for
you. The general passenger agent of
the eight-track road is a jolly fellow,
and if you hit him right he may pass
you all the way to Chicago, and then
you can In him a good turn by crying
up the road whenever you sell a pair
of socks. Seer
"Why, certainly," said the tradesman,
quite delighted with the prospect. "I'll
advertise his road, and may be worth a
greet deal to'him before I get through "
"That's the idea exactly. You let me
trite the letter and then yoy entry it."
So the waggish customer sat down to
ale desk and wrote as follows:
Mr. .1 C Clregory,—Dear Sir! I am sexi-
ly and I have Sever let a man 'pay my
Vire even on a street car Now I'm coins
do (*Wage Do you think I 1st. you
seed ..at **vast IT 'you do, just try it
earl wee what I will do with K. You 11113
flnd my address on ths.heading, and anz,
time you want stocks or gentleman's fort
extolling& drop In. lie quite sure that even
if you did send me a pass 7 would never
flaY • thing about you road, am I thlak all
Toads are monopolies, Yours,
J055P14 BINICIERSLZY
-There!" said the customer when be
*ad what he had written, "Gregory will
*Otter think you're a crank or a very
*lever man If It hits him all right you'll
iget a pass. and I'll have saved you $20."
"Say, this is awfully nice of yon," said
Stinkersley. -Have &dress shirt?"
411' -"Thanks, but I only wanted to buy a
°THIS WHAT mo YOU Cows Fonts
glair of gloves, and you're out of those
you say.-
"You don't understand me. I want
you to accept a shirt. I never would
• tave thought of trying to get a pass.
it'll save at least $20. and I itke to feel
ifindependenL Take a shirt along."
"Oh, you want me to have • shirt On
,you."
"No, on yourself," said Blakersiey, to
whom humor is an unknown quantity.
The suburbanite allowed himself to
.be "blown off" to an open front &Ms
'shirt and a pair of patent coif clips. and
7.tithen he departed. smiling Inwardly.
JP After the customer had gone Binkers-
ley copied the letter in his own hand
and mailed it.
Next morning in Binkersley's mall
was a letter from tioN general passenger
-agent. It was abort but in the seine
vein as that which Binkersley had seat.
It ran:
If you don't want to break that record of
I yours tin passes, you'd better not come up
to my office and have a talk with me or I
pieta Ix you out so you'd remember its
• ilthan Einkersley read this he was
01111ssodnt first. It looted a little likeOrPst• Ts '1.141ILI! t° 41.1 /
 4111111111.111111111111111111111MOINIMMIllk 
find asitect him what ne thought of it.
Now the clerk was a wide-awake New
Yorker and he said at once: N
"He isn't going to do a thing but give
you a pass. You go up and see him."
So Binkersley went up to the offices
of the railroad company and asked to
see the-passenger agent. The DatilleughT
agent had gone out to lunch.
"Pehawl" Said Binkersley in a nettled
tone. "I came here expressly to see him.
It la on business that Is important to
him. Something relating to the road."
Binkersley said this so sincerely and
looked so as if he had come a thousand
miles, that thaslerk, who was a new one,
asked him in to one of the inner offices
and settled him comfortably and offered
him a cigar from the agent's box, and
Binkerslee the little "gent's goods" man
sat back in a.swivel chair and smoked
a perfecto that tasted very strange to
him, and felt that he was practically one
of the high officials of the road.
He sat there until he welt so hungry
he didn't know what to do and thee he
asked where the rellroad restaurant
was, and he went down there meaning
to spend at least a quarter on his lunch,
but it looked too very swell that he felt
it would be small in him to spend lees
than a dollar, and that is what the lunch
oost him, exclusive of the tip. He had
no change smaller than a half dollar, so
he asked the waiter to change the silver
for him, and that obliging fellow
brought back two quarters, which was in
the nature of a hint. And Binkersley
took it—that is, he gave a quarter to
the waiter.
After lunch he "felt fine," and he went
up to the office. again.
"Very sorry, sir," said the clerk. "but
we've just recelved a telephone from
Mr. Gregory and he won't be back until
to-morrow or next day. He's called
out of town."
Binkersley was disappointed, but he
was a philosophical sort of chap and
he had had a good time, and it was only
a prelude to big business.
That evening he took his wife to the
theater, a thing he had not done sines
he stopped getting bill-board tickets.
The theater cost a good two dollars, for
he got the very best seats in the second
balcony, and after the play nothing
would do for this man-about-to-get-a-
pass but a supper at one of Young's res-
taurants, and that made another dollar
look extremely
Next morning Mr. Binkereley went
uptown, and he went in a cab. It was
expensive, as he well knew, but it could
be charged to expenses eventually.
The passenger agent was in, but be
was easy.
"Tell him," said Mr. Binitemley with
an importance that he could not con-
ceal although he tried to, "tell him that
my cab is .waltIng for me outside and
that I'd like to see hint at onoe. I have
been here twice before!"
This had the desired effect. That is
to say, the boy delivered the message,
and in • moment Mr. Binkeraley heard
a roar of laughter from the inner room
anti said to himself: "He's in a good
humor."
A moment later the boy returned and
said with • deference that seemed the
real thing to simple Mr. Binkersley:
"Come this way, air."
Mr flinkersley went that way and
was ushered into the presence of a white-
haired, bristly-bearded wan who looked
more like a gerial farmer than the man-
ager of a great business
'Is this Mr. Binkersley?" said Mr.
Gregory.
-Yes, sir." said Mr. Binkersley.
-So you don't want a pass, don't your
said the passenger agent, carrying out
the spirit of the letter which the sub-
urbanite had written for Mr. Bin kersley.
"No. sir," said Mr. Biukersley in •
puttied tone.
-Then what did you come for" said
Gregory.
"Why--er—why, I mean I want a pass
to Chicago and back, and in return I'll
tell people to take your road."
Mr. Gregory had pictured a different
emit of man from the one who stood be-
fore him and some of the humor of the
letter seemed to leave it. He had evi-
dently been put up to writing it.
"Suppose," said he, "we gave every-
body in the country a pass to any place
he asked for on condition that he advised
his friends to buy tickets. How soon
would we go into bankruptcy?"
-"That would need some figuring."
said Mr. Binkersley in such a simple
manner that Mr Gregory took pity on
him and determined to give him a pass.
"Weil, lOok here, Mr. Binkersley, I
hear that your cab is at the door and
I don't want your coachman to catch
cold waiting for you, but I also want you
to understand that I am general passen-
ger agent of this road and if I want to
give passes that is my own affair. You
dared me to give you a peas and I am
going to take your dare. Here is an
order for a pass as tar as Albany and
return. That will take at least six dol-
lars off your expenses. I'm accustomed
to having my own way and I Insist upon
your accepting the pass."
Mr. Binkersley was filled with mixed
emotions. He was disappointed at the
mileage of the pass, but he also wanted
to set himself right with this man and
he said:
"Well, thank you, air, but you miStui-
derstood the hitter. I meant all that in
a joke. The fact is a friend of mine
wrote it &ad I didn't quite see what he
was driving at. I wish I'd written it
myself because I wanted the pass all the
way to Chicago and back. The fact Is
I am ins position to influence a good—"
The passenger agent had risen. "I'm
very glad to-have had this opportunity
to see you, Mr. Binktreley. and I do hope
the driver hasn't caught cold. You will
ezahange this order for a ticket to Al-
bany and return. If you need any more
paeans write the letter yourself, as It will
be a safeguard.* Good-day."
He heard A roar of laughtdr as be
VeAleied. from tile It0111....01_0•_L",9!
agent.
"A very pleasant and jovial gentle-
man," though Mr. Binkersley.
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
_
Interesting Tricks That Are Per-
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing
"stunts" that .may Performed with
a talking machine, graphopbone or
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as poseible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
loud voice, The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and -the speech or
monologg=2recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speech.
The second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on. a blank, and after the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second part. When the
record is full set the recorder back
to the beginning again without stop-
ping the machine. When the record-
ing points gets to the commencement
of the piece the first part will sound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loUdly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first Lissy not be perfectly sueeessful,
but that needs, not be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in this
way, which fact suggests Another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these 11
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
hart the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chine, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers„
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutUng each in
two, and putting on • half of one and
a half of the other, we oan often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
in a reversed position, and when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is that the voice one
hears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
is, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Iffoonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
rnoonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that is not real. We are led
to infer from workiof fiction, says the
St. Louis Giobe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on it purely on principle.
He does it to show that he has a free
and untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is always possess-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue only
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
margerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshiner; he is not so averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of •pomance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and In time can be made a picturesque
figure.
lienekoleas Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under an circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
instead of hollow, but there is a bac.
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satisfactory targets. One shrewd pot-
ter found that he could make the
goods cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies that
field all by himself.
The Ways of Wen.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets Into trouble he hastens to hire
stusItorneY. and it is hard for peo-
ple to admire an artist who paints
his on portrait.—Chicago Record
Herald.
KEEPING THE WORLD WARM:
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
' Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses our
winte- travelers among the civilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent book, -London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outgiv-
ing of heat, but concedes that "At the
end It is a question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the Ant course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 2,000 yeare.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, It is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
News of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Mr.
Roosevelt.
• President Roosevelt is the most
successful suppressor of news that
the country has had in the White
House for the past 25 years. If a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, be has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful in it as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
nig confreres know his wishes, and
it is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact as been brought out a num-
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discus:stem at the White House.
Prostillato Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
hi g cabinet tifEcers great latitude in
talking -with representatives of the
press about nubile matters. But it
somethltes happens that he believes
that pribi4ity wil; do no good and a
great deal of halm. In such cases
he imposes secrevy, and his caution
is invariably stricAy observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
Much Red Tape IL Necessary to Ob-
tain Right of Invention in
Wm !co.
To procure a pal ent .in Mexico the
party making applieetion. unless pres-
ent In person, must furnish his repre-
sentative with s, lever of authority—
carte de poder in Swanish—signed by
himself or herself it, the presence of
two witnesses. Ordirarily legalization
by a Mexican consul is not requir,d
It must be borne 111 mind that one
carte de Potter will ;tot answer ne
several applications, 1.3 each applica-
tion for either patent or trade marl:
must he accompanied by a separate
carts de poder. This must be accom
panted by a full and cemplete descrip-
tion, and claims of an for the inven-
tion. If they are sent in Spani.h
ready for filing they must be in tripli-
cate, on clear white par er 330 by :.15
millimeters. approximately 13 by 184
English inches, Written with type-
writer on one side ,only of the paper
leaving on each sheet a left hand
margin of one-fourth the width of the
paper. Of course If they are not
sent in Spanish the local representa
ttve attends to all the deSsils,
Is by far the better way. He should
be furnished with full names, profew
Mon. citizenship and residence of
applicant.
Bicycles in Germany.
Consul General Guenther at Frank-
fort reports that, according to a corre-
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung
only a very insignificant porticos of the
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. During
the last five years 74.500 bicycles were
Imported into Switzerland, of whith
49,600 were German, 12.500 French, 6,
000 Amreican and 1,700 English. Less
than ten years ago England controlled
the Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
English trade therein is almost n11
The Zeltung correspondent says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
increasing, keys, belie, lanterns, oil
cane, etc. coming almost exclusively
In
"Yes,'my dear," said the fond hus-
band, "they are--er—um—well, they
are good cigars of their kind, but
they— You see—"
"Now, dovsy," said the gentle wife,
"I know you can't find a more taste
able cigar than that. It is the
y latest „tint of brown. I matched
'the cigars very carefully with a piece
lof the goods of my new dress, and I
am sure it is the -precise shade that
Is most popular tilts winter."—Judge.
Disappointed.
"Dear me," She said,- altsn she' was
introduced to the aspiring young au.
thor, "Isn't it funny how people
will' form idols? I had pictured you
to myself as st3mehow like the hero ot
your story."
"Oh. And don't you find any re
semblance?"
"Not a bit. You know you described
him as being handsome and witty."—
Chicago Record-Herald.
The Raise in Salary.
The boy whose relatives all died
When baseball was the reigning sport
Now strikes the boss Decanse, he says,
He needs more cash for their support.
—N. Y. Sun.
HE HEART
Mr. Oldbatch—'If your second hus
band died without making a will, at
least you'll get a third—
Widow Twistweed—Oh! this is so
sudden.—Chicago Journal.
In the Crowded Car.
"There's one thing I notice about
Mr. Sulfisch when he rides." said the
horsey girl, "he bOttiite•2ri up and down
in his seat—"
"Huh!" interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever I see him riding he
just bounces down in his seat and
hides behind nts newspaper."—Phila-
delpida Press.
A Paid-Up Smile.
Mr. Facetious (having his portrait
painted)—I suppose you want me to look
pleasant?
Artist—Yes, and pay in advance.
Mr. Facetious—What'e that for?
Artist—Oh, so that I can look pleasant
too.—Tit Bits.
The Wife for Him.
Candid Friend—I say, " Chatterton,
you ought to marry an intellectual
woman.
Chatterton (much pleased)—Do you
think so? Why?
Candid Friend—So that your chil
dren will have some brains.—N.
Weekly.
Couldn't Account for It.
Bacon—Your wife doesn't seem Lc
have the same color to-night she
usually has.
Egbert—I don't know why got; she
gets it as the same place, and pays the
same price she always has!—Yonkers
Statesman.
Farewell, Tours.
"How are you doing on this year's
farewell tour?"
"Not so nicely," replied the prominent
actress, "as I did on last year's farewell
tour."
"Well, I hope you do better on next
year's farewell tour."—Chicago Sun.
The Strenuous Kiss.
Patience—Aren't you afraid of mi-
crobes when kissing Will?
Patrice—Oh, gracious. no! Why, no
microbe could live through one of his
kisses!—Yonkers Statesman.
A Hard Matter.
Parke—I can't seem to get a butler
to stilt me.
Lane—What's the trouble?
"Well, they either know too little, or
too niesch."--Life.
Dangerous.
Elsie—Mother, Mrs. Roosevelt le the
"first lady in the land." isn't she?
Mother—Yes, dear, but for gracious




"I love my love in the morning,"
sang the young man, ardently.
"Huh!" exclaimea her younger
brother; "you hain't never Peen het
In the morning yet."—Puck.
As Usual.
Cecilia—I suppose she's happy now
she has all the things that money can
buy?
Marie—No. She notv wants the few
things that money can't buy.—Oaesetes
Mythology.
from Germany. 
Teacher—What is Ceres the goddess
of?
His Living Expenses. 
Bffle--Series. ma'am, is the goddese
Mr. Jackson (surprised) —So ye' fin
d lot continued stories!—Life
.
yo'r living expenses are reduced one-
half since you got married? 
'Had All the Signs.
paerfoiltigefldesearamenti.-i,spirevo. --
,liarbeer-dosyclu gie. thie razor?- _ - . ...
()the- ltalf has to go for ItQueehold Oa- 
Victim--Greati You NOt it with elg- ji, 
-. -
peuses.—Lite. ._
Dr.. B. B. .rffith
phones 240 at residenc. Office hour*
7 to 9 a. in.; I to 3 p. m, 7 to p. at,
TRUHEART BUILDING.
Both photie s88 it the office. 1212
th




Residence, Sro Rronde ay. s
Phone 149,
J. C. Flournoy
F.LOURN 0 & REED
LA WYERS
Rooms IC. IL and ZS, Columbia Bl
dg.
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T. Halt
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers :so
Nort hFifth, Both Phone
Residence mar Clay, Old Phone 169d
I O. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Sup=intendent.
for Fraternity Building,




Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.






A. S. DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Buildieg,
New Phone 0'4. Old Phone 3o3.
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
130 NORTH FIFTH STP.EET
Both Phones 35,5
Office hours R to to a. in., I to 3
p.m. and - to 9 p. in.
EXCURIOIN
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pact-
et company--the cheapest and beat
excursion out of Paducah.
US.% i01 tni Round
trip te lennessee river
and rain.
It Is • trip of µkarate, comfort
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats re each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. in.
For other information apply tl Jas.
Koger, turr.rintendent; Prank j„„
Brown, agent.
FCT:RiversIM. D.
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Is attached to every
- Prescription which
lava oor store, that
it , is, compounded of
Pure 'Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o fthe Doc-
tor; and that it is









---SatuAlay Morse*, Jan. 27, ieo6.
LOCAL NEWS
—Mr. and Nits. Harry Lukens
have a new boy baby.
—No change in the weather condi-
tions is the prediction for today.
The countsy mostly had, such weather
as, prevailed here yesterday, shousth
snow fell at Atlanta, Chattanooga
and Augusta, and rain all along the
loWer Atlantic coast.
—1;esterday parties were exarninet!
for coonty. school diplomas in the
office here in the court house of
Supl. j Billington, of the coun-
ty. Schools, while down at Palestiae
others of -the ,county schools con-
ducd pipit-as examinations for the
aoptIcanIS.
—Mechapicsbarg people are cir-
culating a petition that will be given
the - street car company, requesting
an extension of the lint across Island
creek into this. suburb, where it will
be -run if the city joins the car corn
pany and builds a substantial bridge
acre. Ore creek. •
—*live crew of tbe passenger train
in from Cairo at 8 o'clock yesterday
morning reported abet the night b.:-
fore, while going down- the road, they
ran over and cut ahe head from a
bull dog which some malicious
pt on had fist] to the track securely
to be killed.
—This afternoon at -3 o'clock the
Junior Warden Missionary society
oi the 13roadway Methodist church
will meet with Mrs. P. E. Stutz, of
Jefferson street between Fifth arid
Sixth.
—Dennis Hunt yesterday filed auit
in the federal cqurt against the tow-
boat Joe B. Williams for $58•33
claimed due as. wages, wItle
Camron filed a similar actiop: for
$65.83.
---A new time card goes into effect
on the N., C. & St. L. tomorrow,
but the sethangies are not felt Sere.
—Lieut., W. L Reed, of the
Eleve9ah infantry, returned yesterday
-ue- the. main U. S. army recruiting
station st Evansville, after coming
bete where Sergeant Noyes main-
tains the branch bureau. The lieu-
tenant announced that the branch
would be continued permanently.
Zrhilt..ilitro.ite swore in Henry Pot-, 7116.rnas' Brown, Samuel Lilly.
JesesiteelepeAlva Cummins and
(harks Vntsa p recruits, who were
`sem Ye/ Jeffelion barracks, St. Louis,
for infantry service.
'  •
'11U ST NESS BREVITIES.
Mr. Doall Takes Charge of Ballard
News--New Soap Company.• l'jt
Mr.: Lewis Doddl goes to Bandana,
Ky.. today to take charge of the 11d/-
4411 Cartnty News that is published
there. He is a thoroughly young
newspaper men and his management
will doubtless improve that newsy
sheet lieatly.
/ '• Messrs. J. I). --Bacon, R. D.
Clemente. of the city, and L. Hayden
of Hopkinville, arc negotiating to
start a polish and soap factory here,
and the den is said to -be well. under
way, althentgls nothing definite is






For Torpid Liver end Malaria
WE HAVE OBTAINED FROM
MRS. BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL
THESE WEI.L KNOWN AND EX.
CELLENT PREPARATIONS, AND
NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
ORIGINAL FORM, AS INTRO-
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
BY THE LATE DR. NELSON
SOULE 25c EACH.
. F. W. WALKER & CO.




13fack-SPIOtches All Over Face —
Produced Severe Itching—Year's
Treatment by Physicians Did No
Good and Became Despondent—




"About four years ago Imes afflicted
with black splotches all over my face
and a few cevering mj bodyt which
produced a severe itching irritation, and
which caused me a grea& deal of annoy-
ance and suffering, to seek an extent that
I waa forced to call in tweof the leading
physicians of my town. After a thor-
ougfi examination of the dreaded com-
plaint they_naommeed._ it to be akin
ieczema n its worst form. They treated
me for the same for the length of one
year, but the treatment did me no geed.
"Finally I became despondent and
decided to -discontinue their services.
Shortly afterwards, my husband in read-
ing a copy of a weekly New York
paper saw an advertisement of the Guti-
cum Remedies. He purslane), the en-
tire outfit, and after wing the contents
of the first bottle of Outieurs, Resolvent
in connection with the Outicura Soap
and Ointment, the breaking out entirely
stopped. I continued the use of the
Outicura Remedies for six months, and
after that every splotch was entirely
gone and the affected parts were left as
clear as ever. I have not felt a syrup-
torn of the eczema since, which wa.s thr.
Years ago.
"The Cuticura Remedies not only
cured me of that dreadful disease,
eczema, but other complicated troubles
as well; and I have been the meatus of
others being cured of the Same disease
by the Cutieura Remedies, and I don't
hesitate in saying that the Resolvent
is the best blood medicine that the world
has ever known." Lizzie E. Sledge,
540 Jones Ave.,
Oct. 2S, 1905. Selma, Ala.
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ENGLERT BRYANTIPaducah Transfer Company 1
aneoreorateii3spECIALS General Cartage Bustp• ess,
Superior Facilities for Offibe
SATURDAYJAN.27 Handling Freight Machinery 2nd and:MonroeAnd Household GOods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.4 tbs. fresh Soda Crackers for ..25c
• packages Saratoga Flakes for .. 25C
3 packages Milk Lunch Biscuit. . 25C
6 packages Lined* Biscuits .....25c
3 packages fresh graham crack-
ers for 2SC
3 packages Vanila Wafers 25c
3 pack.agess Cheese Sandrnich  aec
3-115. can Sandersonei Pie
peaches, for do.   25c
4 cans Standard Corn for 25c
3 3-1b. can Apples  • 25c
2 3-lb. cans afancy beets ..... . 2SC
3 lbs. Prunes for  25c
6 lbs. Navy Beans for . 15e
3 cans Salmon for . • . 2SC
3 packages Mince Meat 2,5C
4 cakes German sweet chocolate 25C
3 packages seeded Raisins for.. .25c
3 packages Virginia Pan Cake
Flour for   2SC
• packages Premier Rolled Osts 2gc
a cans sliced Pineapple for  . esc
3 cans Rarest Pears 25C
3 lbs. Colfisb for as
3 bottles Tomato Catsup for  25c
r lb. Mocha and Java Coffee  25c
Fancy California Peaches tor  iv
Fancy Lemons, per dozen  zoc
Florida °ranger, per dozen  15C
Fancy Irish Potatoes, per pk.  20C
Fancy sweet Potatoes grown





MATINEE AN MIGHT. '
ABOUT THE PEOPLE SAJ:Pol'PY(' /Atilt 27
' The World's Greatest Biblical Play
Ms. and Mrs. Charles Morrow. of •
day. 
eDanville, Tenn., arrived here yester-
Mr. R. • E. Ashbrook hae returned
from a trip so Cincinnati.
larwyer Mike Oliver has gone to
Benton on business.
THE HoLy ciTy.Juldlge William Marble was in
Gbertwille yeseerdiay on il egal busi-
ness. .
Cod. Victor Van de- Mine retisrnedl
yesterday from a dramatis' trip in
Illinois.
Min Lillie .WViirhts bas -.vane to
Ky., to visit bernbrother,
Mk. Clarence Wright. From ehere
she goes to Miontgcrinery, Ala., for a
visit to re4atives. •
Kr. Phil Thompson, of Benton, is
in the city on businesp.
Supt. A. H. Erni,' of the Lines
ville division for the I. C., arrived-
here Jest evening flour Louisville.
Mr. 'W. H. Orderoy. of Cranes--
yule, Ky., returned home yesterday




'Cleve Gilrliam and wife have
returned from visiting the former 's
•seater, Mrs. Nettie Kaler, of Clear
Springs, Ky.
'Mies Emma Thompson yesterday
went to St. I.ouis and accepted the
position of stenographer for the
Fuchs Coal cimmany.
;Mrs. George Flournoy has return-
ed from visiting 'her sister, Mrs.
Gus Thomas, of Mayfield.
Miss Lizzie Hall is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Reese Fishier, of May-
field. 
rM A. L. A. Washington and chil-john A. lane, who is now circuit
dren yesterday went to Henderson.clerk in Chicago, has beien indicted
Mr. Albert Roth is visiting in
Louisville.
Miss Mabel Lowery, of Metropolis,
has returned home after visiting her
sister, Mra. John Parkhain.
Miss Blanche Hills has returned
from visit Ow in Puryear, Tenn.
Supt. Harry NIcC,ourt, of the I. C.
Southern lines, passed through here
yesterday in his private car en rotate
to Lotrichmte,,itiavineovtdo .k under some charge ni
Assistant Chief Engineer H. R
Safford, of the I. C., wiiit through
yesterday in his private ear bound











Mt. Carrne:. 16.8; rising.
-Nashville, a.;.2; ialliusj
Pittsburg, 1..8; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 12.6; falling.
St. Louis, 13.3;. falling.




This afternoon at 5 o'clock there
gets_out -for the Tennessee river the
steamer Kentucky. She comes back
again next Thursday night.
The Joe Foster went to Evans-
ville yesterday -'id comes back again
tomorrow.
The John S. ,o*ins comas in to-
day for Evansville, gets out imme-
diately on her return to that city
and then does not get back here any
more until next Tussday.
This morniug the Dick Fowler
goes to Cairo, and returning tonight
jays until Monday morning before
skipping out again on her return to
that city.
The Buttorff will leave Nashville
today, gets here tomorrow and then
lay until noon Monday before skip-
ing out cor Clarksville-
The Harvester has, left Pittsburg
i•-.1 her big tow of coal for the
Worst Kentucky Coal company of
s city. It *ill take her ten days
or two weeks to get 'here.
The Peters Lee gets hare tomor-
row on her way from Cincinnati to
Memothis.
TheoStacker Lee was advertised- to
leave Memphis yesterday afternoon
for Chicinriat. in place of the sunk-
.'n Rees Lee, but cannot get away
until this afternoon. This makes it
Monday before site reaches this city
on her way up.
Capt. Alec Woolfolk was able to
be out yesterday after, a six weeks'
confinement with illness at his home
on Ninth and Jefferson streets.
Ike Grand Harbor of Masters and
Pilots of Stearn- Vessels of the Unit-
ed States, the supreme body of the
Szeamboatmen's Association of this
country, -is in animal session at Wash
ington, D. Cs- • litiatlegations repre-
senting, thessoiffigoat men of every
important port in the country are
present.
stated as foil
The Cairo ciol'riz of yesterday
r r4ng the first-
class record o t st.samer Rees
Lee in safely ha the many hu-
man lives entrusted to her care:
"Cairo people will hope that the
steamer Rees Lee, which sank at Tip
torrfille Monday, can be successfully
raised. It es to be 'regretted that
misfortune has overtaken this fine
steamer. The Lee life has been re-
markably fret from serious acci-
dents and they have a record of nev-
er having Post the life of a passen-
ger. This in spite of rhe fact that in
tgoa alonellannitiesaried half a mil-
lion passengers esti, probably as
many last year. This freeciom from
accidents is not just good fortune or
luck. There is behind the record
attention to details and great pains
as well as forethoug'ht that She safe-
ty and the comfort of the passen-
ger' allay be saved."
LATEST IN BRIEF.
A heed earthiquelie vies felt Thurs-
day in New Miexico and Arizona.
House,' were rocked and some chim-
neys fell. Moch fright was occa-
sioned among the people.
Mks. efergaret Bailey. a friend,
who was a lady ibf means, suic-ided
in Chicago, where she was making
her home at the Sherman Hotel.
*then she learned of tlis death of
Gen. Wheeler.
for embezzlement, forgery and mail-
feavance in office while clerk of the
usperior court of the same county.
I( guilty as charged he will get a
long term in the pen.
The senate of the Ohio legislature
has passed a two cent fare bill.
Hussia and. England are. about to
get into serious complications over
the arrest of an Englisinnan at Via:
W. 0. Wyatt, a traveling sales-
man for a Lexington, Ky., hardware
house, cut his throat with a razor in
a Somerset, Ky., barbershop Thurs-
day. His condition is ,serious.
The senate ha4 confirmed the ap-
pointment of Gen. Luke Wright, of
Memplis, as ambassador' to Japan.
William CYBannon, of Louisville,
was killed by an L. & N. freight
back here from Ripley, Tenn , theirtrain near his homes
raw material headquarters.It is declared that the warm weath
fire-idem Stuyvieliant Fish. viceer in the East hurt the peach crop.
president J. T. Harahan and Major
annell, stockholder, of the I. Cevisiting
passed through- Isere yesterday morn-
ing at 7 o'clock en route South
from Louisville, where the president
spoke on "Economy" Thursday night
at the hoard of trade's annual ban-
quet. . They were accompanleed this
far by Supt. Egan, who gots back
to Louisoille today. Conductor
John Whedon had charge of the train
which went south for an inspection
ttip, pulled by Engineer Mike Kel-
ly. A . Ye4er.
Mir. Flavin, Walters is
there from St. Louis,
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
Beautiful and historic scenery.
Elaborate costumes..
AK EXCELLENT CAS TOF 25
Prices: Matinee — Children, 25C:
adults soc
Night-2e 35, so, 75 and $t oo.
Seats on sale Friday at g a. is.
POPULAR WANTS
AGENTS—Something New: You
give large handeome mirror free with
every six cake, dollar box 'Soap at 35
cents. Every call a sere sate. 133 per
cent profit. Our men are making
several hundred dollar, monthly.
Branch office and crew managers
wanted. Parker Chetnical Co., Chi-
cago.
'AGENTS— Lumi DOUR nameplates,
signs, numbers; readable darkest
nights: easily tordid; profits large;
samples free. Wright Sepply Co..
E tette %rood, Ilk
WANTED—Salesmen with exper-
ience in. this or other lines to sell
jewelry with special adivertisirig feat-
ures to general trade. Bond and
references required. MIcAllister-Co-
man company, 326 Dearborn street,
Chicago.
LOST—Runde of white organdie
and laCe, dress partly made up.
Finder return to Moos Charles E.
Graham, and receive reward. Lost
on Weld Boradvtay.
FOR RENT—Six-rooms cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn-
ished or untarnished, at The inn on
North Seventh street; a most desira-
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
FOR RENT Five




Mr. and Mrs. Ben Buttery and
child 'have returned from visiting in
Dickson, Tenn.
Mestrii. Theo. Courcier and Pete
Acker, managers of the Cincinnati
Cooperage company, have moved
POR SALE—At once, a lot of up-




FOR, RENT—Secottle floor apart-
ment of Rawleigh's fl 4. at Sixth and
Clay streets. Point given Feb-
ruary 1st. c •
FOR RENT—Two ms over
Walker's drug stores fo , y occu-
Pied by Dr. Bradley. Aina.1).. to D.
Abram L. Well CtoC9
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. • - Residence Phone 720
 •
For Vaults, Monuments and Genets] Cemetery Work Uss
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Buildkig purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
ru 
1John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, z6og TRIM BLZ ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
011(01-i)00110 -1111(1W,
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS--
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW"ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.Ed D Hannah,•
STEAM PITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phones 201. I311 South F earth IL, ps Kestacky Avenue.
I* the Buffet107 SOUTH FOURTH STREETW. C. Gray, proprietor.mos OLD WIN EC AND WIIIIIKIESEverything seasonable in the eatable lins served to order. Alistivaeosday hock for ss cents.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shartest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118, Fraterpity Bldg,.
THE GLOBE BANK Si, TAUST CO
Of Padumh, Kentucky,
Capital arid Surplus $11515,ocma,i
ED P. NOBLE,, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
N. W. VAX CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicite your deposits. Pape
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year as to else. You carry your one






Steam and Dot Water Beano.
Phone 133. 52./ Broadway.
1-144-++441she4pg
